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In Chapter I of thQ tbs si a,ageneral introduction 
io the Tsork presented in the other Chapters, and a 
description o£ the eziDsrimental method a^aployed, are 
given. In addition, the basic theory involved in the 
analysis o£ spectra i s briefly described. The Chapter 
is Britten laith a viei to pit)vide an adequate general 
background to the 'Siork done, and the principles and no-
tation presented here have been freely used in the r e s t 
of the Chapters* 
Chapter I I deals with the H and F-^ ^ resonance 
spectra of l-f luoro, 2,4-dinitrobenzene. This molecule 
i s an unayametrical four spin syateta of the type A3CI. 
AS ths speciruoa of one of the protons of t h i s molecule 
i s well separated from that of the other tiso, the secular 
equation for this system i s completely solved in the 
f i r s t order approximation. Ilis analysis, carried out on 
this basis , yields the values of a l l the parameters in-
volved sa t i s fac tor i ly . The poss ib i l i ty , of determining 
the re la t ive signs of some of the coupling constants in 
this type of spectra, i s pointed out, and on this basis , 
i t i s found that tha oriho & meta H-F coupling constants 
are of the same sign as the ortho & para H-H coupling 
(ii) 
coaataatfl. The au&lyaia i s fur ther refined by aecond 
order per turbat ion ca lcula t iona , and more accurate Taluea 
of the parameters a re obtained* 
In Chapter I I I , the vork done on the proton 
resonance spectra of p-bromochlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene 
and p-chloroiodobenzene* i s described. The spectra of a 
nixBber of p -d i subs t i tu ted benzenes laere studied e a r l i e r , 
but the ana lys i s was done by making c e r t a i n simplifying 
aasumptiona, and a l l the parameters are not determined. 
A method i s proposed here to analyse t h i s type of spectra 
(A2B2 type) fflithout making these assumptions. The 
spectra of the aboreCo^entioned molecules a r e , the re fore , 
re inves t iga ted as examples of th i s method, and a l l the 
parameters hare bee^ detex^ined. 
Chapter IV cons i s t s of the study of proton 
resonance spectra of ^.^hcf p icol ines . The spectra of 
ring protons in these molecules, which belong to the 
c lasses ABCX, ABXY and A^X^ r e spec t ive ly , are aoalyzed 
to determine a l l the parameters involved. 
While analyzing the spectra in Chapters I I , I I I 
& IV an attempt has bean made to find some systematic 
features of the spectra , mhich Tsill be of help in 
re:iicing the t r i a l and e r ro r ca lcu la t ions , t h a t a r e 
aeceaaary i n performing these a a a l y s t a . 
( i i i ) 
Studiea on Cl reaonanca ahif ta in aqueoua 
aalationfl of a l k a l i cbloridaa and a l k a l i n e ear th chlar idea , 
and F"^ ^ reaonanca ahif ta in a^ueoua aolutiona of aotne 
a l k a l i f luoridea, foxo the aacond pa r t of the thaais and 
a re preaeQted in Chapter V* Thaae ahif ta are cceaaurad 
a t Tarioua concentrat iona, and the raau l ta obtained shon 
aeveral i n t a r ea t i ng featurea shich a re q u a l i t a t i v e l y 
diacuaaed i n the l i g h t of the theorLea of chat^iical ahift^^ 
and the aolvent ion in ta rac t iona i n theae aolut iona. 
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P R E F A C E 
The High Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
technique has, in recent years, acquired considerable 
importcmce as a useful method for investigating a variety 
of interesting problems associated with molecular ele-
ctronic structure. The method essentially consists of the 
determination of the Chemical shifts and the spin-spin 
coi^ling constants, which represent the influence of the 
electronic distribution in the molecule, on the magnetic 
resonance of the nucleus of interest. These interactions 
give rise to complicated resonance spectra, in many cases, 
and detailed procedures have to be followed to analyze 
these spectra and obtain the parameters. 
The work presented in this thesis may broadly 
be divided into two parts. The first part,which forms most 
of the work (Chapters II, III & IV), deals with the analysis 
of complicated spectra arising due to four spin systems. 
The second part of the thesis (Chapter V) concerns with 
the studies on negative ion resonance shifts in some aqueous 
electrolytes. 
(ii) 
In Chapter I of the thesis, afeeneral intro-
duction to the work presented in the other Chapters, and 
a description of the experimental loethod employed, are 
given. In addition, the basit theory involved in the 
analysis of spectra is briefly described. The Chapter 
is written with a view to provide an adequate general 
background to the work done, and the principles and no-
tation presented here have been freely used in the rest 
of the Chapters. 
1 19 Chapter II deals with the H and F resonance 
spectra of 1-fluoro, 2,4-dinitrobenzene. This molecule 
is an unsynmetrical four spin system of the type ABCX* 
As the spectrum of one of the protons of this molecule» 
is well Separated from that of the other two^the secular 
equation for this system* is completely solved in the 
first order approximation. The analysis, carried out on 
this basis, yields the values of all the parameters in-
volved satisfactorily. The possibility, of determining 
the relative signs of some of the coupling constants in 
this type of spectra, is pointed out, and on this basis, 
it is found that the ortho & meta H-F coupling constants 
are of the same sign as the ortho & para H-H coupling 
(iii) 
constants. The analysis is further refined by second 
order perturbation calculations, and more accurate values 
of the parameters axe obtained. 
In Chapter III, the work done on the proton 
resonance spectra of p-bromochlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene 
and p-chloroiodobenzene, is described. The spectra of a 
number of p->disubstituted benzenes were studied earlier, 
but the analysis was done by making certain simplifying 
assumptions, and all the parameters are not determined. 
A method is proposed here to analyze this type of spectra 
(Ap Bp type) without making these assumptions. The 
spectra of the above-mentioned molecules are, therefore, 
reinvestigated as examples of this method, and all the 
parameters have been determined. 
Chapter IV consists of the study of proton 
resonance spectra of o(^ fl ^ /picolines. The spectra of 
ring protons in these molecules, which belong to the 
classes ABCX, ABXY and Ag Xg respectively, are analyzed 
to determine all the parameters involved. 
While analyzing the spectra in Chapters IT, III 
& IV an attesipt has been made to find some systesatic 
(iv) 
features of the spectra, which will be of help in 
reducing the trial and error calculations, that are 
necessary in performing these analyses. 
35 Studies on Cl'^ '^  resonance shifts in aqueous 
solutions of alkali chlorides and alkaline earth chlorides^ 
19 
and P resonance shifts in aqueous solutions of some 
alkali fluorides, form the second part of the thesis and 
are presented in Chapter V. These shifts are measured 
at various concentrations, and the results obtained show 
several interesting features which are qualitatively 
discussed in the light of the theories of chemical shifty 
and the solvent ion interactions in these solutions. 
All the work presented here is done in the 
Microwave and Radiofrequency Laboratory of the physics 
department, Muslim University, Aligarh, under the siq)er-
vision of Dr. Putcha Venkateswarlu. 
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(v) 
of halogens and (ii) halogen magnetic resonance using 
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Dr. P. Venkateswarlu by the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (C.S.I.R.)* I gratefully acknow-
ledge the help of the C.S.I.R. in sanctioning the scheme 
and in appointing me as a Senior Research Fellow on the 
scheme. Thanks are due to the Uhiversity Grants Commis-
sion for providing a special grant to set up the Microwave 
and Radiofrequency Laboratory at Aligarh. I also express 
my thanks to the Muslim University for the award of a 
University Fellowship during the early part of my stay at 
Aligarh. Thanks are also due to Dr. P. S. Gill for his 
kind interest in the work. 
Sincere thanks are due to Dr. H. Sripathi Rao, 
Central Fuel Research Institute, Jealgora, for providing us 
with the samples of «<,6 and */picolines worked in the 
present experiments. I wish to express my appreciation of 
the work done to me by the workshop and the glass-blowiia^ 
sections of the physics department. I am very much grateful 
to several colleagues and friends in the department, especially 
Messrs. K.V.L.N.Sastry, A.S.Rajan, R.P.Saxena, Y.V.Rao and 
D.R.Rao for their helpful cooperation and encouragement. 
CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
IHTRODUCTIOH AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
(i) General Introduction: 
The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NUR) signals of 
most liquids exhibit a fine structure arising prinarily due 
to two important effects associated with the electronic 
distribution in molecules viz., the chemical shift and the 
indirect spin-spin interaction between nuclei (1-6). The 
chemical shifts represent variations in the electronic 
environment of the nuclei of interest at different non-
equivalent sites in the molecule^ and thus provide a sensi-
tive method for observing slight and subtle changes in the 
electronic distribution. The spin-spin interaction is due 
to coupling of the different nuclear spins in the molecule 
through the bonding electrons. Though much work has not 
yet been done on the interpretation of these coupling con-
stants in terms of molecular electronic distribution, some 
of the recent studies (7-10) have clearly shown that a good 
deal of information can be derived from an extensive study 
* References 1-4 deal with the subject of Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonancei in bulk matter, in general, while references 
3 and 6 deal with the phenomena associated with nuclear 
magnetism in liquids and are therefore more closely con-
nected with the work described here. 
of these coupling constants and thetr signs. The analyses 
of high resolution NMR spectra for accurate determination 
of these parameters, In molecules with varying degrees of 
bonding, forms an essential prerequisite for the more 
Important aspect of deriving Information from them. The 
work presented In this thesis mostly deals with the analyses 
of complex spectra. 
Vhen the chemical shifts between the different 
Interacting nuclei are large compared to their mutual spin-
spin Interaction energy (this condition Is easily satisfied 
If the Interacting nuclei belong to different species) the 
high resolution spectrum shows several features of regularity 
and follows some •l^ ;>le rules (11-H) with which the para-
meters can be determined. But when the chemical shifts are 
of the same order of magnitude as the spin coupling constants, 
the spectrum becomes a con^lez and Irregular multlplet and 
some detailed methods (12, 14, 15) have to be followed to 
analyze the spectra and derive the parameters. Though It 
Is In principle possible to circumvent this difficulty by 
working at high magnetic fields, because the chemical shift 
Is directly proportional to the static magnetic field, i^ereas 
the spin-spin Interaction Is Independent of It, It Is not 
often realized In practice as an upper limit Is set, to the 
static magnetic field applied, by the requirements of stabi-
lity and resolution. Further, It Is always possible to have 
cases, even at very high static magnetic fields, where the 
chemical shifts are still of the same order as the coupling 
constants Involved. The general «# method of theoretical 
calculation of these spectra, \diere no restriction Is placed 
on the relative values of the chemical shifts and the 
coupling constants, was given Ms hj McConnell, McLean and 
Rellly (16). The method Is very much similar to the tradi-
tional methods, adapted In other branches of spectroscopy, 
of repeated solution of the quantum mechanical eigenvalue 
probl«m until the parameters chosen give a satisfactory 
agreement with the observed spectrum. 
As this method has been used as the basis for 
the analysis of all the spectra In Chapters II, III & IV, 
It will be described here briefly, and the principles and 
notation presented below are freely used In these chapters. 
(II) Basic Theory of Analysis: 
The "high resolution** Hamlltonlan IK for a system 
of 'p' Interacting spins may be written as 
3C = J<"'%JC"' . . (J.,) 
y 
In these equations JC*'' represents the Interaction of all 
the spins with the static magnetic field (chemical shift 
part), ^r''f^^i 
where .^ Is the gyromagnetlc ratio of the 
i th nucleus at whose site the static magnetic field 
has the value Hoc • The direction of Ho ^^ ^®^® taken 
as the negative z direction. Ji. represents the spin-
spin interactions between all the spins in the molecule. 
I^  is the spin angular momentum vector of the L th 
nucleus, and I^^ '^yc ^ ^u ^^^ ^*s components along the 
coordinate axes. 3^; is the spin coupling constant 
between the nuclei c and j . Here the energies are all 
expressed in cycles per second to facilitate comparison 
with experimental spectra. In the absence of dynamic 
processes (17) which modi^ the observed spectra, and 
when the molecular motions in the liquid are rapid enou^ 
for the direct dipole-dipole interactions to be neglected, 
the above form of the Hamiltonian is expected (11,18,19) 
to represent faithfully all the observed features of 
high resolution HMR spectra. 
Let <^a and ^o.be the eigenfunctions of 'K and 
'K respectively, and E^ and E^the corresponding eigen-
energies. The zero order eigenfunctlons c|>^  then represent 
the stationary states in the absence of the term 7{^ '\n 
Eq. (1.1). The number of possible states are 2^, if all 
it 
the interacting nuclei are of spin i , as is generally the 
Extension of this method to nuclei with spin greater 
than i is straightCforward, but in practice such spectra 
are not generally encountered as they are v4|;iated by 
quadrupole effects. 
case. Now the problem is to determine suitable linear 
combinations of cb* which dlagonallze the matrix of the 
of the complete Hamlltoniaa K . The corresponding eigen-
values Eq are given by the solution of the secular equation. 
where JC - (4>1 IlKl^Cland 6 = 1 If m^n and 5 =0 If n^n. 
The exact elgenfunctlons ch are given by 
where the coefficients a» are given by the set of linear 
equations ^ . 
the solution of which yields the ratios of these coefficients. 
And the exact values are determined by the condition that 
the functions (b should be normalized, I.e., 
The secular equation (X.4) Is of the order 2^, but with an 
appropriate choice of the zero order spin functions, this 
can be factored Into several equations of lower order. The 
method of choosing these functions is described In detail 
by several authors (5f16,20) and shall be omitted here. The 
secular equation first factors Into (p+1) separate equations 
corresponding to all the possible values of F the total 
spin component In the z direction. 
F -- r I . . . CIS) 
I r 5' 
£> 
Further factortzation of these equations 
results^ if the molecule contains Interacting nuclei of 
more than one species, as the off.diagonal matrix ele-
ments between states corresponding to different values 
of the z component of the total spin of any of the 
different nuclear splecles can be taken as zero, to a 
high degree of approximation* The same argument can be 
applied, though to a less degree of approximation, to 
nuclei of the same species, where j9^ .- ^ j^ -^ J • Even 
in cases where this condition is not completely valid 
this factorization can be carried out in order to obtain 
approximate solutions of the energy values, whlc^ can 
be employed later as a starting point for more valid and 
rigorous approximations (21). 
The problem is further simplified if the 
molecule under consideration possesses elements of symmetry. 
This has been realized by MoConnell et.al. (16) themselves, 
and is later treated more exhaustively by Wilson (22). 
The zero order elgenfunctions then fall into symmetric and 
antisymmetric classes, and no mixing occurs between states 
belonging to different classes. 
Once the secular equation (1*4) Is completely 
solved, all the transition energies can be readily obtained 
by using the well known selection rule 
A F j - ± l • • fT-5) 
In the case of syametrlcal molecules, there Is an 
additional selection rule by which transitions are allowed 
only between states of the same sjmtetxY* 
The »italfc»g intensity of a transition between 
states corresponding to S and (b is proportional to 
and it can be calculated for all the transitions, if the 
exact eigenfunctions Cp are evaluated by means of Eqns. 
(1.5), (1.6) & (1.7). 
Several workers (5,16,20,23) have sunmiarized 
convenient rules for evaluating the matrix elements in-
volved in the above calculation of these theoretical spectra. 
(iii) Spectra of Four Spin Systems: 
The method described in the previous section can-
not be applied easily to all oases, as it is difficult 
(though, in principle, not impossible) to derive explicit 
expressiom for the transition energies in terms of the 
parameters, if the order of the subdeterminents is more than 
two. This condition is always satisfied if the number of 
interacting spins is only two (AB or AX type ). But the 
* The classification of spectra into different types, is 
done in accordance with the "nlftmi developed by Bernstein 
et.al. (5,20). -hetaw.n 
8 
spectra of molecules containing more than two spins are 
of special Interest as seen below. 
Recent theoretical work (7,24,26) has shown 
that a knowledge of the signs of the coupling constants 
Is of considerable Importance. In order to determine 
these signs It Is necessary that the number of^nuclei are 
at least three (14,27). It Is to be noted, however, that 
only relative signs of coupling constants can be deter" 
mlned In NMR experiments, as the sign of the 2nd term 
In Eq,. (1.1) Is arbitrary. (A positive sign of "J^,- In 
the form of J( In Eqn. (1.1) corresponds to a preferred 
antlparallel correlation of the Interacting spins L and^ ). 
But the theoretical analyses (24,25,26,28,29) have shown 
that )^-H coupling ccmstants are almost definitely positive, 
If they are greater than a few cycles per second. Basing 
on this, the absolute signs of the coupling constants can 
be determined. If the relative signs are known. From this 
point of view, therefore, the spectra of three or more 
strongly coupled spins are of considerable current Interest. 
Further, as was pointed out by Feseenden and Waugh (32) 
known 
It Is not yet correctly^whether the fora of Haalltonlan 
In Bq.. (1.1) represents the problem, adequately, when the 
number of Interacting spins are large, as It Is possible 
* Several workers (8,21,30,31) have recently obtained results 
which definitely yield negative values of the order a few 
cps. for some of the H-H coupling constants In vinyl protons. 
that Interactions of the type I.-(I;^ k ) might occur 
In these cases. But It may he mentioned^the results on 
the many spin spectra, analyzed so far, did not Indicate 
the presence of any such Interactions. 
The spectra of these systems are usually complex 
and one often encounters determlnents of order 3 or more 
to solve for the energy levels In terms of the many para-
meters . The complexity of the spectrum Is considerably 
reduced If the molecule possesses symmetry; but the spectra 
of symmetrical molecules are usually Insensitive to the 
signs of the coupling constants. On the other hand the 
spectra become rapidly complicated as the symmetry Is 
reduced or when the number of nuclei Is Increased. Some 
useful simplification can, of oourse, be obtained In cases 
where the condition | 9£--?; | »l[i Is satisfied. However, 
It will always be helpful If certain systematic features 
of the spectra could be found, though finally a good deal 
* If there are 'n' nuclei In the system, there will be (n-1) 
chemical shifts and n(n-1)/2 spin coupling constants to be 
determined from the analysis. 
•• This can be seen from the fact that an AB spectrum consists 
of 4 transitions, vAtle there are 15 transitlois In an ABC 
spectrum, and 56 In ABCD spectrum. If the four spin system 
has symmetry and falls In the class A2B2, only 24 transitions 
occur syMietrlcally about the center of the spectrum, so that 
only twelve lines need be Identified for the analysis. 
lo 
of trial and error calculation Is to be done to assign 
all the transitions to the lines observed In the experi-
mental spectrum* 
Spectra of a number of three-spin systems, 
which are the simplest among the complex spectra, were 
studied recently by several workers (20,32,33) and the 
principles developed In these analyses are of much help 
In dealing with the more complicated cases of four and 
five spin spectra. Inr the present work, seven four 
spin spectra which fall Into ABCX, ABXY, AgBg and AgXg 
classes - are analyzed and all the parameters v are deter-
mined. The basic theory for A2X2(5,16) and A2B2(5»34) 
spectra was already given earlier, and It VAS applied to 
the specific cases studied. For the ABCX and ABXY systems 
the detailed theoretical calculations are performed. 
(Iv) Aqueous Electrolytes: 
Chemical shift determinations have proved to 
be very useful In studying small variations In electronic 
environment of nuclei In a direct and simple manner (37-41). 
In the present work Cl^^ resonance shifts In aqueous 
solutions of alkali chlorides and alkaline earth chlorides 
* Four spin systems belonging to the class ABXa bave been 
recently studied by other workers (35|36). 
// 
1Q 
and F resonance shifts in aqueous solutions of some 
alkali fluorides are measured. The work is done at 
various concentrations and the results obtained show 
some interesting features, which are discussed quali-
tatively in the light of the theories of chemical shifts 
and the solvent ion interactions in these solutions. 
(v) Experimental t 
All the spectra presented in this thesis are 
obtained on a Varian V-4300 B NMR Spectrometer, using a 
12" electromagnet. Full details regarding the equipment 
and the accessories are published by the Varian Associates 
(42). The power supply for the magnet has voltage and 
current regulation, and the drifts in field, occuring due 
to temperature variations etc., are compensated by a 
"Super Stabilizer" (42). The overall stability and homo-
geneity of the static magnetic field is usually better 
7 * than 1 part in 10 . The spectrometer essentially consists 
of fixed frequen(^ transmitter and receiver units with the 
* The homogeneity of the magnetic field can be improved 
considerably by adapting a cycling procedure (see Vanian 
Associates* Instruction Manual). This procedure is 
absolutely essential for proton and fluorine resonance 
experiments as the lines in these spectra are very sharp, 
but need not be followed when the broad lines like those 
of Ol55 resonance are studied. 
/4 
associated probe, and a sweep unit providing for variable 
sweep field of adjustable frequency. Two fixed frequency 
BF units are available In our set up, at operating fre-
quencies of 3.6 Mc/Sec, and 40 Mc/Sec. The former Is 
used for Cl^ resonance experiments, where as the latter 
1 1Q 
for H and F ^ resonance studies. The frequency stability 
of the BF unit Is about 1 part In a million per hour. 
The spectrometer Is also equipped with the Sample Spinner 
(42), which reduces the line widths and enhances the 
amplitudes of the lines. With this arrangement, the 
contribution to ttie line widths from magnetic field In-
homogeneities Is greatly reduced. The sample spinning 
technique, however, cannot be used with 3*6 Mc/Sec.unlt (42). 
The value of the static magnetic field for 
CI resonance studies at 3*6 Mc/Sec. Is about 8627 gauss, 
while for H and F ^ resonance experiments at 40 Mc/Sec. 
the values are about 9395 and 10,000 gauss respectively. 
A Bumont Model 304-AR Oscilloscope Is used for 
visual observation of the resonances and a Sanborn Model 
15I-IOOA Recorder Is employed for recording them. For 
recording a "Slow Sweep Unit" (42) Is provided along with 
the Super Stabilizer with vftilch the magnetic field can be 
varied either way, linearly, at a slow and variable rate. 
The measurements are all done by the side band 
technique (43), using Hewlett-Packard Model 200B. Audio 
Oscillator to modulate the sweep voltage. The frequency 
of the Audio Oscillator Is accurately determined by cali-
brating with the proton resonance spectrum of ethanol at 
40 Mc/Sec. The error Involved In this determination Is 
not more than + 2 cps. 
vnien there are a large number of closely 
spaced lines, It Is often found convenient to first 
determine by the side band method the sqn separation 
between two prominent lines In the spectrum. Later, the 
positions of all other lines are determined on a spectrum 
taken at a larger dispersion, by linear Interpolation. 
This method does jpiot bring In any errors, as the recorder 
chart Is driven by a synchronous motor, and the variation 
of the magnetic field Is usually linear, vihen It Is done 
with a slow sweep unit. 
It Is not usually possible to separate the 
sevexal factors that contribute to the errors In the deter-
mination of the line positions. So the measurements are 
done generally, on at least ten spectra, and the standard 
deviations of the measurements of Individual lines are 
taken as precision Indexes* The standard deviation may 
again vary from line to line (It will be usually greater 
If any overlapping of lines occurs) and the limits of 
this variation are given for measurements on each molecule, 
The mean of these limits may be taken to represent, appro-
ximately, the error Involved In the measurements. 
In all the proton resonsuice experiments the 
Sample Spinner Is used. The sample tubes are about 5mm. 
In diameter (outer), and about 13cm. In length. 
All the measureneats reported In this thesis, 
are done at room teaiperature. 
Further experimental details concerning specific 
cases are given at appropriate places In the thesis. 
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CHAPTER I I . 
THE H^ AND p ' ' ^ EESOIJANCE SPECTRA OP 
1-PLUORO, 2,4-DIHITR0BEN2ENE 
19 
type) of 1-fluoro, 2,4-dinltroben2ene are obtained and analy-
zed to determine all the parameters involved. The relative 
signs of the coupling constants are also determined* 
(il) Experimental; 
The sample of l-flnoro, 2,4-dinitrobenzene, obtained 
from the British Drug House, is used without further purifica-
tion. The sample is contained in a sealed glass tube of 
1 19 
about 5 am o.d., and about 15cm. long, for both H & F 
resonance experiments* 
By placing a capillary containing water inside the 
main sample tube, as an external standard, the chemical shifts 
of the proton resonance signals of the compound with reference 
to the signal of water are determined, in the usual manner. 
1 1Q The observed H and F ^ resonance spectra are shown 
in Figs. 11.1(a) and 11.2(a) respectively. 
(Hi) Theoretical; 
The molecule 1-fluoro, 2,4-dlnttrobenzene, is an 
unsymiDB trical four spin system and is of the type ABCX, where 
all the nuclei are non-equivalent, and all the coupling cons-
tants are different from one another. All the zero order 
eigenfunctions and the corresponding diagonal matrix elements 
for this ^stem are given in Table II.1. 
•s ^ 
3 
r 
< • ) 
a) 
-^iw^^^+^h/H^-
-r-T 1 
Cps •** Jo ^ fo s 
P^.3 11 
AO 
TABLE II.1. 
Zero order elgenfunctions and the corresponding diagonal 
matrix elements for the ABCX system 
.X a X 
Zero 
SI. Order Diagonal Matrix Element J( 
No. *z elgen- . ^ 
A ' 1 
T\y\ 
function 
1 . 2 o< << o( o( j 1 C->^ ^^  ^ 6 ^  ^ + %) +i( JAB+JBC+'^ AC'^ JAX+«^BX'^ *^CX) 
i 
2 . ' 1 o< < o^  p i C-^ /, -^  ^0 ^ ^C-^ x)* (^'^ AB+'^ BC+JAC-«^Ar JBr'^Cx) 
3. 1 KoCpoC i C'^ A^^6-^C^ '^<H '^^ AB-JBC-JAC+«^AX*'^ BrJcx) 
4. 1 oc p o( oC £ C^ ^ - ^e -^  9, ^ 9^) H(-J^-JBc+J^c+JAr JBX+JCX^ 
5. , 1 P ^ ^ < i f ^4^ ^^  ^ >^c ^ ^x) +i(-JAB+k -JAC-JAX-^^X+JCX) 
6 . 0 o( ci p p i OA^ ^6 - c^ - ^:.) +i( '^AB-JBC-^AC-'^Ar'^BX+JQX) 
7. 0 o( p ^ |3 i C-^ /l- -^ 6 + -?c-?0 +i(-JAB-JBC+JA(r^AX+Jsr JQX) 
8. 0 P'^ ^P iC-V-'e^^c-y+K-JAB+JBc-'^Ac-^JAr^^BrJcx) 
1. 
o(denotes the Spin function for I =i and fi for 1,=*- .^ The 
z I z 
spin functions are written such that , In general, < 6 60/ 
would mean «( CA) p C®) pCi^W Cx) ek- ' '^  
The to ta l number of stationary s ta tes are actually 2^=16 as 
this Is a four spin system. The zero order elganfunctlons and 
the corresponding diagonal matrex elonents for the rest of the 
exght s ta tes are easily obtained by uslpg the following rulesfa}-
Contd. 
2/ 
If we define an operator a- with the property that when 
operating on a spin function it transforms " < spins" to 
" 6 spins", then ^ . o s 
%,r <^C<^,,^r.) (i) 
If the first and second terms in J(„„are denoted by a^n 
and bnn such that Xn+,^„^, « an+i ,n+1 +bn+1, n+1 (ii) 
Then J<„,.^^,t,.^ is given hy •-• 
TABLE 11,2. 
Mixed wave functions and energy levels. 
(iii) 
f •TT" State' Wave Function Energy 
4' 
5' 
Co s9_^  (»(j3o(<)+Sin9^  
-Sin©^(<<p«(st)+Cos9^ 
7« Cos0^{o<p^)+Sinj6^ 
8« :-.Sin0^(9rpocp)+Cos0^ 
Cos0^(o(fte=<)+Si 9' 
10« 
12' 
13' 
-Sin0__ (o( B 0«()+Cos0^ 
Cos©_,(«(ppp)+Sin6^ 
-Sin8^(c^Afift)+Cos6^ 
1 
i 
* The mixed states are labelled 4', 5* etc. to denote that 
these wave functions reduce to the basic product functions 
4,5 etc. when the chemical shift ( 9^ _-?3 ) is large. 
The non^vanishlng off-diagonal matrix elements are 
given by the following equations: 
^3>v"' *^tT' -^ '0,,/'- "^'s.i^ ' i^ec 
(ii) 
and the rest of these elements are obtained by the condition 
As the states with different values of 3^5,^ 0^ not 
mix, the basic product functions 2 and 15 (Table II.1) will 
become approximate statiomry state wave functions, and the 
corresponding diagonal matrix elements give the respective 
eigeovsilues. Further, the states 6,7 & 8 do not mix with 
the states 9,10 & 11* But for a complete solutioii>f the 
secular equation it is still necessary to solve four 3 x 3 
determinents (for the states 3,4 & 5» and 6,7 & 8 smd 
9,10 & 11, and 12,13 & 14). Explicit expressions for the 
Bnergy levels in these cases are difficult to derive and a 
systematic analysis is therefore not usually possible. 
But the proton resonance spectrum of the molecule 
(Pig, 11.1(a)) shows two groups of lines separated by about 
40 ops. An approximate measurement of the areas under the 
lines showed that one of the three protons gives rise to the 
well separated group of lines on the higher field side. If 
this proton Is called C, this may also be treated similar to X, 
A3 
as a f i r s t approximation. Then the basic product functions 
3»6,11 & H (Table I I .1) may also be considered as approxi-
mate stationary state wave functions and the diagonal matrix 
elements give the corresponding eigenvalues. Now, only four 
2 x 2 determlnents remain to be solved to obtain a l l the 
energy levels . The calculations can then be done by a 
straightSforward extension of the method adapted for the ABX 
systems (2 ,3) . 
For convenience of calculation, we define positive 
quanti t ies D^, F^, F_ and T>^, and angles 0^^<b S cx.rvJi 9. 
satisfying the following re la t ions: 
J A IX 
)(l.i) 
) 
<Xr\oL 
touir^, i ®4. ; 
ft-*^ - i [C 7^ -7^ ) . C7„-TJJ 
t G O N , ^ < f > . -. z A0 
touf^ 3- <p_ 
(t-^) 
tan, X ©. -. ^ 5 ^ • Ol-4) 
In terms of these quantities the mixed wave functions and the 
corresponding energy levels are obtained In explicit form and 
are given in Table (II.2), 
The different transitions are classified Into AB, 
C and X types and the expressions for the transition fre-
quencies and their relative Intensities are given In Tables 
<II.3)i (II.4) and (II»5) respectively for the three types.* 
In the case of C and X transitions, only those combination 
lias with nocgzero Intensities are given* 
(Iv) Interpretation; 
(a)X-Spectrum;- This corresponds to F spectrum of the 
molecule ( Fig* 11.2(a) )• The theoretical spectrum given 
In Table II.3» shows that there are four strong lines sym-
metrically disposed about 9^ ^ and two doublets (Transitions 
3 & 4 and 5 & 6) with their centers separated by X * The 
combination lines also form two aioh doublets, as t h ^ are 
generally weak they may escape detection* 
* Similar escpresslons for the transition energies and relative 
Intensities were obtained by Lee and Sutcllffe (13) for the 
A«aieo4«toi/analysis of/l:l:2-trlfluoro, 1-bromo, 2-chloro ethane. The 
^ ^ ^ "/ molecule is described as an ABPX system by these authors* 
TABLE II.3. 
Transition energies and relative intensities for AB spectrum. 
f. 
SI. 
No. 
Transition Energy w.r.t. i( V .p» ) 
1. 4 ' ^ 1 I^JAB+^(JBC^JAC+^AX+^BX 
2. 5'-^ 1 iJAB^(JBC*'^AC**^AX*JBX 
3- 11 - ^ 4 ' -IJAB^(*^BC+*^AC"^JAX*JBX 
4. 11 --.5» -iJAB^XJBC-^JAc+JAX-^JBX 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
7S—*2 
8'--r2 
14 —•?» 
14 --»8' 
91^3: 
10»--»3 
15 --»9' 
15—^io» 
12«-^6 
13»-^6 
16-^12' 
16 ^ 1 3 ' 
t 
+iJAB+J(JBC+JAC"^A3r*^Bx)"^+ 
*^AB"^(*^BC+^AC"^AX-^BX)-*-^+ 
-|JAB+i(JBC'^JAC-^AX"^Bx)"^^+ 
-|JAB"*i (^ BC"^  ^AC^^^AX-^BX )"^ + 
iJAB+^(JAX+'^BX"^BC-'^Ac)~^-
iJ^B"^ ( JAX"^JBX"'^BC"*'^AC ^ *^ -
- ^ J A B ^ (^^AX-^^^BT «^BC-^AC )+^-
-iJ^B+iC J^+Jgj-Jg^-J^Q )-F. 
*JAB-^ ( JBC^^AC-^ JAX+'^BX ) -^-
^^^AB-i^^BC-^^^AC-^^^AX+JBx)*^-
-^JAB-^(^BC^'^AC+JAX*«^BX>+°. 
•^JAB-^(*^BC+JAC*JAX*%>-^-
1+Sin20^ 
1-Sin2)!J^  
1+Sin20^ 
1-Sin20^ 
1+Sin20_ 
1-Sin20^ 
1+Sin20_^ 
1-Sin20^ 
1+Sin2©^ 
1-Sin2©_^ 
1+Sin29^ 
1-Sin2«^ 
+D. 
-D, 
Relative 
Intensity 
1+Sin2©^ 
1-Sin29^ 
1+Sin2©^ 
1-Sin2©. 
TABLE I I . 4 . 
Transition energies and relat ive ins tens l t i e s of C spectrum. 
^J] Transition 
1. 3 -^1 
2. 9'-^4' 
3. lO'--,5' 
4. 6—^2 
5. 15—11 
6. 12'_-y 7' 
7. 13'—^8' 
8. 16 ^^14 
• 
Combination Lint 
Energy w.r.t. 
^^^kC'^^BC^'^Cj) 
UJQJ)HT>^'7J 
* Jcx -(V^J 
iCjy^Q+Jg^-jQj) 
'U^XC'^'^BC'^Cl) 
-i Jcx +(V»J 
-^  '^cx -(V^-) 
-i(J^ C"*'*^ BC"^ '^ CX^  
is 
^c 
^ 
1 
Relative Intensity 
4 
i 
1 1 
Cos^(O^-.0_) 
Cos2(©^-0^) 
1 
1 
Cos^(^ -©1^) 
Cos^(J2(^-9_) 
1 
9. 9'--^ 5' * Jcx "^  V ^ -
10. 10 '—^4* i Jjjj +(D^ +F_^  
11. 12•—> 8' -^ J(,j -(P^+D^ 
12. 13« - ^ 7 ' -^ J^ jx +(F^+D_, 
Sin2(9^-0,) 
Sin^(©^-J^^) 
Sin2(j^^-9_) 
Sin^(Ji^^-9_) 
i7 
TABLE II.5. 
Transition energies and relative Intensities of X Spectrum. 
. . - ^ — . . . . — . — 4 . . 
1^* Transition 
1. 2—^1 
2. 6 —*3 
3 . 7 ' - - r 4 ' 
4 . 8 ' ^ > 5 ' 
5. 12'_->9' 
6. 13'-t10' 
7. 14-^11 
8. 1 6 ^ 1 5 
. . i ^ _ - . — _ . . . — . _ - . . 
Energy w . r . t . 9^ 
(^•^ AX+^BX+Jcx) 
i(j^+jBX-Jcx^ 
^ '^ cx *( V ^ ) 
^ J c x - ( W 
- i JQX + ( ^ - - I L ) 
-^ Jcx - (^--^-) 
-iCj^+Jgjj-Jgj) 
-KJAX+JBX^CX) 
Combination l i n e s 
9. 8 ' - > 4 ' 
10. ?•—»5' 
11. 13'- -y9' 
12. 12'-^10' 
i^  JCX+ (D^+F^) 
* Jcx - ( V ^ ) 
- i JQJ + (P .+D_) 
- 1 JQJ - ( F . + B . ) 
- , _ _ « _ 4 . — — — . — — - . — . — 
Relative Intenslty 
1 
1 
CosH^^-^^) 
003^(0^-©^) 
CosHif^-Qj 
Cos^i^^-Qj 
1 
1 
Sln%^-0^) 
Sln2(9^-0^) 
Sln^(©^-0_) 
Sln^(©^-0^) 
The expected strong Unas are identified with the 
lines at 0, 10»54 & 20,75 ops, in the observed spectrum, 
with the line at %0»3A cps. being assumed as a superposition 
of two strong lines. The two doublets are identified with 
the lines at 3*91 & 6.47 opss. and H«79 & 16*03 cps. But 
an unambiguous assignment of the lines to the transitions 
cannot be made unless the signs of the coupling constants 
3" and CX^"^ Tfty) are known. By assuming the different 
possible combinations of signs for these constants) tiie fol-
lowing values are obtained, 
according as [J is positive or negative respectively. 
The weak line at 19,11 cps. is then one of the four 
combination lines, and its final assignment is made later. 
By comparing the value of J^^ obtained here, with 
the H-F coupli ng constants observed by earlier workers (2,6), 
the proton which is ortho to fluorine is identified with C, 
Then X and T are the aeta H-F coupling constants. 
(b) G Spectrum:- The theoretical spectrum of C, given In 
Table II.4, can be subdivided for convenience of Identifica-
tion In a manner exactly similar to the case of the X spec-
trum. But the a)mblnatlon|Llnes In this case may be consi-
derably stronger than in the case of X as the chemical shift 
of C with respect to AB Is not very large» 
The expected strong lines are Identified with the 
lines at n07, 10,77, 1U68 and 20.59 ops. of the observed 
spectrum (Fig. IX.1(a) ), but again proper assignment depends 
on the signs of coupling constants T and C^/^-* X ^ » ^^ 
that as In the case of the X spectrum, only the magnitudes of 
these are determlsdd. T h ^ are 
The value of 4^obtained^agrees well with that In Bq.(II.5)f 
thus providing a check on the assignment. 
The doublets In the C spectrum are checked after 
the AB spectrum has been analyzed. 
(c) AB Spectrum:- The theoretical AB spectrum, given In 
Table II.3> consists of four quartets %&lch may be calJgd the 
D^ quartet, F^ quartet, F_ quartet and D^ quartet respec-
tively. The frequency and Intensity distributions In every 
one of these quartets are just similar to the quartets In the 
ABX type of spectra (2,3)• The frequencies of the quartet 
> . . . (l^) 
centers, for the D^, F^, F and D quartets, with reference 
to j^C^f-?) are given respectively by 
* * i [C V 7J ^ C7„. J«J] 
iE-CVW-^Cl.-.T».)] 
Each one of the quartets consists of a pair of doublets 
whose separation Is J , and the separation between alter-
nate lines In a quartet Is 21). or 2F^ etc., according as It 
Is a D. quartet or F. quartet etc* 
As the frequencies of AB spectrum remain unchanged 
If 3^ Q Is replaced by - 0 ^ only II^A^] ^^^ ^ ® foimd from 
the analysis. 
From the observed frequencies, by trial and error, 
three quartets are first picked up with centers at 44*2, 
49.3 and 53•? cps. The separations between alternate lines 
In these quartets are 9*1* 11*6 and 4.3 ops*, respectively. 
From these three quartets It Is found that 
For the fourth quartet It Is necessary to assume that the two 
central lines coincide,within experimental error, to form a 
single strong line, and this was Identified with the line at 
49*03 0p8*) In the spectrum. Now, from the expressions It 
for the Intensities, It will be seen that In this case the 
two outer lines of the quartet would have zero Intensity, 
i.e. the quartet reduces to a single intense line. This is 
supported by the fact that no lines are obserged separated 
by 2.9 cps., on either side, from the line at 49.05 cps. 
(d) Signs of the coupling constants:" The four quartets in 
the AB spectrum may be assigned as D^ quartet, F^ quartet etc. 
depending on the frequencies of their centers. But this, in 
turn, depends on the signs of ^J + J \ and (j ^ X ) whi<^ are 
not known. If '^a.,'^(^, -^^ ^^^ >^are the frequencies of tiie 
four quartet centers such that q^. < ^ ^ < >^<. < ^ at t by assuming 
different combinations of signs of C J« + J ) ^^^ C ^A*-^ ^6-K) 
four different assignments are possible as given in Table II.6. 
By comparing the values of \ ])^~ f^j and / 2)^- f-.j 
for all the four assignments with tiiose obtained in the analy-
sis of Xi^ectrum, the corresponding sign of ^^ is inferred 
in each case. This is given in the last column of Table II.6. 
The correct assignment among these four may be 
found by csaculating the frequencies of the doublets in C spec-
trum, and the weak comblnajbion line in X spectrum, and compa-
ring with the obseirved frequencies. This calculatioivindica-
ted that only assignments 1 and 4 would give satisfactory 
agreement, thus ruling out assignments 2 and 3 in Table II.6. 
Thus it is concluded that CJec* J^^) , C^^"^ ^ ^ J o ^ ^ x 
are all of the same sign. 
TABLE II.6. 
ASSIGNMENT OF QUARTETS IN AB SPECTBXIM. 
. . — J . 
S r i . Sign of Sign of Assignment of Quartets mfe r red ^ 
»°- ('^ BC^ JAC> ^hx^hx^^'T'^'l 
•?c ^J. sign of J CX 
1. + + 
2. - + 
1 
3. ; + 
I 
4. - ; -
— ± i 
• See t e x t . 
P 
. ^ 
D , P, 
^ i .^ 
X 
P . P^ D. 
J X ± X 
COH -^ 6 
C6)H UCR) 
Fu'3 n . ? 
These two asstgnments (1 & 4) give the same 
frequencies and Intensities for AB, C & X spectra. 
(v) Results; 
The values of ^'^i^'^) J,(.JQ^'1H^^^ V.^r-^?') 
obtained for assignment 1 (Table II,6) by first calcu-
t 
latlng 3^ <r«rtA>&+, F, 1^ :i 4)^  ^  £ jZS>i<^ , a»d 3 . fco A^, are 
The factors !>_> /"« 5^^ etc. csn also be negative, but 
this only Interchanges the roles of A and B In the above 
values. 
All the parameters obtained from this analysis 
may then be summarized as 
&•/!) 
* Calculation on the basis of assignment 4, only reverses 
the signs of the coupling constants J^^, J^Q, JJ^^ and J-gX. 
T F^  A» a.<j>^  becomes zero as 2F *J.^ according to this assign-
ment. But this Is not used In xKe calculation as F^ Cn A4ii. 
Is highly sensitive to small errors In P . This difficulty 
Is removed by perturbation calculations (see sec. vl) 
(vl) Perturbation Calculations; 
An attempt has now been made to refine the 
analysis by perturbation calculations. The procedure 
followed for these calculations Is similar to that used 
by FessendCH and Vaugh (H) In the ainalysls of the spectrum 
of trans-propenyl benztne. Consider, for example, the 
factor of the secular equation for obtaining the energy 
levels 3,4 and 5. 
X 
JC 
33 
Mi 
X 
34 
K 33-
J< ith :K 
I ^. X SM 
(jj./A) 
We have earlier set J(, =» X. =4^ J-on=0» andjf,^= ^ "^ c, =iJAn=0, 
as a first approximation auid diagonallzed the matrix I.e., 
the lower quadratic block of the determinant Is solved. 
The resulting energy levels are 
( (OH denotes the values without application of the 
perturbation). 
[i-ii) 
35 
The corresponding wave functions are given by 
(f) ^ '^^'^^ : -Scve.C^ipct^) •+ Cos ©, CP*<'<'<J . 
«) 
How ct>j^**^^ ((>^ °''^  and (^^^*"^ are elgenfunctlons of the 
Hamlltonlan -^ —^ -^ —^ —» —^"N 
..[1/5) 
The remaining part of the total Hamlltonlan (as In Eqns* 
(1.1), (1.2) & (1.3)) can now be treated as a perturbation. 
If this Is called X then 
J< 6C > 2r= 
CIN> 
^ will not have ai^ diagonal elements I.e., the first 
order perturbation energies are zero* This Is because J^^ 
and J,Q have already been taken Into accoimt to the extent 
they affect the diagonal matrix elements In the secular 
equation. This Is clear from Eqns. (11.15) and (11.16). 
The off-diagonal elraients of J( are given by 
the following relations: 
O-yvol J{ 
Now the energies are calculated by the second order perturba-
tion formula 
(Oh) v" [>H-nK J . (K-i^) L-KT^l 
ky\ ^ r j - n •" k k 
y" denotes sunmation over all values of k except k « n» 
The corresponding wave functions are obtained by the formula 
r K 
Now, using the values of the parameters In £CL«(1I.11) 
and with the help of the procedure described by the equations 
(II.12) to (11.17), the corrections to the different energy 
levels A E ^ ; £ - J(^ ° laave been obtained by Eq. (11.18). 
This correction Is not more than 0.6 ops. In any case, and Is 
not even that much for amy energy levels. This justifies 
the approximation that has been used, In Sec. (ill) to calcu-
late the energy levels. 
The corrections for the transition energies are 
then calculated, and the analysis,carried out taking these 
corrections Into acoDunt, yleldsa new set of parameters 
slightly different from those in Bq. (11.11). The perturba-
tion calcuMions and analysis are repeated once again with 
37 
this new set of parameters, and after this the corrections to 
the energy levels are found to be practically constant. The 
set of parameters finally obtained may be sumaarized a» 
•^A ' ^  0 « '^ 37.0 t 0,5 cps.* Jgp a J Q ^ « 8.6S ± 0.3cps, 
9^ _ -Pc « 34.1 i 0.3 cps. j^2 a J^^^ a 2.85 ± 0.2cps< 
•?^  --Pc « 40.6 + 0.3 cps. j^^ ss J ®^ a 0.65 ± 0.3cps, 
•?^ --?Q « 6.5 ± 0.3 cps. j^^ « j^HF ^ -iQ^ j^  ^  0.2cps. j 
HP 
*^ AX ** "^m "^  ^*^^ - 0.3cps. 
BX - "tt " 5.85 ± 0.3ops.J 
Using these parameters, the exact wave functions are calcula-
ted using Eq. (II.I9). These wave functions along with the 
corrections to the corresponding energy levels are given in 
Table II.7. 
The transition frequencies and their relative inten-
sities calculated on tiie basis of Sq. (11.20) for the AB, C 
and X spectra are given in Tables (II.8), II.9 and 11.10 
respectively along with the corresponding observed frequen-
cies. The calculated H and F ^ spectra are shown in Figs. 
Il.lt(b) and 11.2(b) respectively. The agreement between 
observed and calculated spectra is fairly satisfactory. 
* The bulk diamagnetic susceptibility correction is not 
applied. 
*• The line heights In Figs. 11.1(b) & 11.2(b) are drawn 
rou^ly proportional to the calculateii relative inten-
sities. It may be noted that in the observed spectrum 
the intensities are given by the areas under the lines. 
a? 
TABIiE II>7« 
Exact elgenfunctlons obtained after perturbation calculations 
and the corrections to the corresponding energy levels. 
State Wave function 0, t Correction to the energy level A-E^  
5' 
4 ' 
5 ' 
6' 
7' 
8» 
9 ' 
10' 
11 ' 
13' 
14' 
I + 0,12 jZfJ + 0.015 ^5 
-0.135 jZfj + 0.94 04 + 0.335 ^ 
0.025 JZ^  - 0.335 0^ +0.945 ^5 
0° + 0.115 0j + 0.01 0| 
0.10 0g + 0.825 0y + 0.565 08 
0.055 06 * 0.615 0^ + 0.79 08 
0.99 09 + 0.125 0°Q+O.O2 0^^ 
-0.13 09 + 0.99 0^ 0+0.14 0?^ 
-0.005 05 - 0.145 0°o+ 12^11 
0.985 0^ 2 "*• ^*^^ ^13 "^'^^ 0^ 4 
-0.165 0°2 + 0.985 0^ 3 + 0.115 
12 - <>-^ 2 0^ 3 . 00^ 
0? 
-0.005 0 9 0.12 ?- + '^  
14 
0.58 
-0.55 
-0.03 
0.49 
-0.38 
-0.11 
0.02 
0.59 
-0.61 
0.02 
0.48 
-0.50 
* NoS as in Table II.1. 
t" 0° are the zero order elgenSfunotlons, as in Table II.l. 
TABLE II.8. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative intensities, 
and observed frequencies for the AB spectrum. 
37 
Transition 
No.T 
2 
10 
3 
11 
1 
6 
4-
H 
5 
7 
15 
8 
9 
12 
13 
16 
Calculated 
frequency * 
57.43 
56.48 
54.51 
53.66 
53.20 
51.57 
50.38 
50.07 
48.72 
48.72 
47.24 
45.87 
44.86 
42.04 
40.91 
38.08 
5 
\ 
1 
5 
5 1 
Observed^ 
frequency 
C in CpS.) 
57.22 
56.51 
54.51 
53.75 
50,17 
49.05 
47.46 
44.96 
42.04 
41.16 
38.15 
-i L 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
0.40 
0.77 
1.56 
1.30 
1.32 
0.05 
0.22 
0.69 
1.66 
1.77 
1.37 
0.01 
1.54 
1.01 
1.60 
0.88 
t Nos. as in Table II.3. 
• With i C^ A^ s^) = 48.72cps. 
^ Standard deviations vary between 0.05 and O.IScps. 
TABLE II.9. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative Intensities, 
and observed frequencies for the C spectrum. 
Transltlon't' 
No. 
10 
1 
3 
2 
12 
5 
4 
7 
9 
6 
8 
11 
Calculated Observed "^ 
frequency * frequency 
(In cps.) (In cps.) 
23.92 
20.64 
19.69 
12.33 
11.74 
11.34 
10.37 i 
8.87 
8.06 
2.58 
1.08 
-0.29 
23.59 
20.57 
19.73 
11.68, 
10.77 
9.07 
2.52 
1.07 
0.00 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
0.08 
1.29 
1.18 
0.73 
0.25 
0.73 
1.27 
0.89 
0.03 
0.67 
0.77 
0.17 
t Nos. as In Table II.4 
• with 9c » 11.40cps. 
^ Standard deviations vary from 0.05 to 0.18cps. 
ht 
TABLE 11.10. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative Intensities, 
and observed frequencies for the X spectrum. 
Transition 
No.t 
1 
9 
11 
3 
4 
10 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
12 
Calculated 
frequency* 
(In cps.) 
20.64 
19.00 
16.50 
16.13 
14.77 
11.90 
10.37 1 
10.26 1 
6.43 
3.96 
0.00 
-5.20 
Observed _u-
frequenojr*' 
(In cps.) 
20.73 
19.11 
— -
16.03 
14.79 
1 10.34 
6.47 
3.91 
0.00 
.>»» 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
1.00 
0.10 
0.001 
0.96 
0.91 
0.06 
1.03 
1.03 
1.00 
1.03 
1.00 
0.001 
T Nos. as In Table II.5. 
• With \ « 10.32cps. 
# Standard deviations Vary between 0.07 and O.Hcps. 
(vli) Dlscussion:-' 
The values of the different coupling constants 
obtained here compare favourably with those obtained by 
earlier wrkers (1-10) • But the two meta H-F coupling cons-
tants (Jj^ y and Jgy) obtained here differ considerably from 
one another* 
It has been found deflnltely,from the analysis 
that the ortho and meta H-F coupling constants are of the 
same sign as the ortho and para H-H coupling constants* This 
supports the observation of Bak, Shoolery and Williams (6) 
In the case of deuterated fluorobenzenes* 
As J^ p represents the para H-H coupling constant 
when ("^ .-^ e) Is positive, we find that the proton para 
to C (l*e* at the position 3) Is least shielded of the three 
protons In the molecule* Thus the three protons are Identi-
fied from the ansLLysls* That the A,B & C protons, as given 
In Fig* XI*3 are shielded In the Increasing order of magni-
tude Is In conformity with the results obtained on the chemi-
cal shifts of ortho, meta and para protons In monosubstltuted 
benzenes by Corlo and Dalley (15)* 
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CHAPTER III. 
PROTON RESONANCE SPECTRA OF SOME 
PARA DISUBSTITUTED BENZENES 
PROTON RESONANCE SPECTRA OF SOME 
PARA-DISUBSTITUTED BENZENES, 
A B S T R A C T , 
The spectra of a number of p-dLsubstltuted benzenes 
were analyzed earlier by Richards & Schaeffer by assuming 
that the two meta H-U coupling constants are equal and that 
the para H-H coupling constant Is zero. In the present work 
a method for analyzing this type of spectra, to obtain all 
the parameters, without making any simplifying assumptlons>ls 
proposed. The proton resonance sfpectra of P-bromochloro-
benzene, p>Chlorotoluene and p~ehlorolodobenzene are obtained 
and analyzed as examples and all the parameters are determined 
In each case. The general form of this type of spectra for 
different values of chemical dilft Is discussed. 
(I) Introduction; 
The general theory of the spectra of four spin 
systems, which can be divided Into two pairs of two equivalent 
nuclei (Ag Bgtype) has been discussed by Pople, Schneider & 
Bernstein (1,2)* They showed that the total number of transi-
tions In the spectrum are 28, out of iidilch ihere are four 
combination transitions, and among the remaining transitions 
12 arise due to the two *A' nuclei and the other 12 due to 
the two 'B« nuclei. These 24 transitions have their frequen-
cies symmatrlcally disposed about the center of the spectrum 
•kC'>i^ +-Po) f and the 'A' transitions form a mirror Image of the 
•B' transitions with respect to this center. Explicit 
expressions, m terms of the Involved parameters, can be 
if^' 
derived for only 6 of the 12 'A' (or B) transitions, as It 
Is necessary to solve a 4 :£ 4 determlnent to obtain the 
expressions for four of the energy levels involved In the 
remaining six transitions, A stralght5forward analysis 
cannot therefore be carried out, and the g>ectrum dep-ends 
on the chemical ^Ift and the spin coupling constants In 
a tather complicated manner. Pople et»al (1,2), however, 
proposed some practical methods of analysis for some 
special cases of this type of spectra (d) when the two AB 
coupling constants are equal and {t) when one pair of 
nuclei are more strongly coupled than the other* 
The spectra of p-dlsubstltuted benzenes (where 
the substltuents do not Interfere In the spectrum) belong 
to a different case of A262 spectra, as the nuclei In each 
pair are strongly coupled to nearly the same extent. 
Richards and Schaeffer (3) (hereafter referred to as RS) 
have recently studied the proton resonance spectra of a 
number of these coaapounds at 29.92 Mc/Sec, They have made 
the simplifying assumptions,In all the cases^that J. » J^ , 
and J = 0 (Fig. III.1) and carried out the ansaysls. As 
C S, cxAd S^ ^ vc Su.lf^ tau«wU3 
shown l a t e r tn this chapter there i s no pressing necessity, 
however, to make these assumptions for analyzing these spectra. 
We have here studied again three p-dlsubstltuted 
henzenes at 40 Mc/Sec. An exact analysis Is done without 
making any special assumptions, and a l l the parameters are 
obtained. A general method of analyzing spectra of t h i s type 
Is proposed* 
( I I ) Experimental: 
The molecules studied here are p-hromochlorobenzene, 
p~chlorotoluene and p«chlorolodobenzene. All the compounds 
are obtained from British Prug House, and are used without 
further purif icat ion. p^Chlorotoluene Is a l iquid , and the 
other two con^jounds are solids. For p^chlorolodobenzene a 
solution In ethanol, and for p-bromochlorobenzene a solution 
in ether are used for the experiment « The absolute chemical 
sh i f t s are determined ear l ier by RS and are not determlxed 
again In tiie present work. The experimental spectra of 
p-bromochlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene, & p-chlorolodobenzene 
are shown In Figs. 111.2(a), 111.3(a) and 111.4(a) 
respectively. 
* These solvents are the same as those used by BS for these 
compounds. 
h-7 
The observed line positions are all expressed with 
respect to the center of the spectrum, In each case, to 
facilitate comparison with the theoretical spectrum. 
(Ill) Method of Analysis: 
There are five parameters to be obtaliB d firom the 
analysis out of vdilch one Is the chemical diift between the 
two equivalent sets of nuclei, and four are spin coupling 
constants (See Fig. III«1), 
The complete spin matrix for the AgBg type of 
molecule, and the explicit e:{>ressIons, for the energy levels 
and the corresponding wave functions, and transition energies 
and their relative Intensities, In cases \diere these can be 
derived, are given by Pople, et.al (1,2), The notation 
employed by them Is freely used throughout this chapter 
without specification. The calculation can be conveniently 
done In terms of new quantities K,L,M & H defined as below; 
K = JA + JT. N = J + J' 5 
^ ^ , 5 (III.1), 
M s J ^ - J j L = J - J 1 
Explicit e:|resslons for the energy levels are 
easily obtained for a l l but four levels %4ilch were labelled 
I t I i 
as 1s^ , 2s^ , 3s^ & ^s^ • I t Is necessary to solve a 4 x 4 
determlnent for this and If we denote the energy values 
corresponding to these four s ta tes as E^,S2t^ ^^^ ^ 
respectively, these are given by the roots of the fourth 
power equation, 
The exact wave functions for these four levels can 
be expressed as In Eq. (1.5). If E^iEgjE^ and E^ are known 
these wave functions can be calculated with the help of 
Eqns. (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7). 
Six of the twelve 'A' (or B) transitions Inwlve 
these energy levels and the energies of thesetransltlons may 
be expressed In terms of E^,E2yE, and E.. The transition 
energies of eill the 12 'A' (or B) transitions and their 
relative Intensities, are given In Table III.1. 
To proceed with the analysis, taking a typical half 
of the spectrum, the lines 1 and 3 (line Nos. as In Table 
III.l).. The Identification Is easier If aa approximate value 
of N Is known, as the separation between the lines Is N* 
(In the case of p-dlsubstltutedpenzenes N Is equal to the sum 
of the ortho and para H-H coupling constants, ani may be 
expected to be nearly about 9.0 cps. from the known data on 
these constants In other compoimds. It Is reasonable to 
expect like this as the coupling constants are not, In general, 
found to be mudi sensitive to substitution). If these lines 
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are fixed, at least tentatively, >i,5 and N are easily 
obtained. 
In molecules like the p-dlsubstltutedjbenzenes one 
might expect the value of M to be usually snail, and N and L 
may be nearly equal. Then the lines 9 and 10 will lie 
^lose to 1 and lines 11 and 12 wllL close to 3. Sometimes, 
these lines (9 to 12) may not be separated sufficiently from 
lines KKt 1 and 3* to be observed. These transitions may 
therefore be considered at the end of the analysis. 
We will now be left with the six transitions 
2f4,5f6,7 & 8 and these are determined by the roots of the 
2 
Gq. (III.2), In which two quantities E and L are yet to be 
determined (9^8 and N are already known from the Identi-
fication of lines 1 and 3). From Table III.1 It can be 
seen that the sum of the transition frequencies of 5 and 8 
as well as that of 6 and 7 are both equal to [(i?oO^  + ^ ^^ J-^  
The value of this factor Is known, and therefore we can pick 
up from the rest of the lines In the observed spectrum two 
pairs of lines such that the sum of the frequencies of the 
lines with respect tolf ^ (^ -^ ^^ -^ X In each pair Is equal to 
f(^->?oB)^i- ^^Jf ^ ^ ^^^ frequencies of these lines are, say V««^ g, 
and ">> %-^j J we find that 
St 
From this Identlftcsatlon we therefore get 
two probable values for E, and two for E^, out of which, 
one Is to be discarded In each case. If we substitute 
these four roots of E In Eqn. (III.2) we get four equations 
2 
each involving K and 1» . 
As mentioned earlier, we know that the values 
of L and N are near to each other, as the para H-H coupling 
constant is expected to be small. So, tentatively putting 
L = N (N being known already) K might be determined from 
every one of the four equations obtained above. Now the 
roots of E, which yield the values of K that are positive 
and dose to each other and also lying in the range esti-
mated from the known meta H-H coupling constants, are 
chosen as the proper roots E^ and E^. The corresponding 
2 
two equations involving K & L can then be solved to 
obtain K and L. 
The other roots E^ and E^ can be easily deter-
mined and ifthe lines 2 and 4, involving these energy 
levels, are satisfactorily accounted for, in the observed 
spectrum, a check on the above identification of lines 
5,6,7 & 8 is obtained. 
Sometlma^lt may be possible to find more than 
two pairs of lines such that the sun of the frequencies 
(with respect bi" i C'^ -^ >a) ) of each palil is equal to 
A-t 
£^,5^V AV^ 'v^ lthin experimental error. Then among 
these pairs, two should be chosen such that the observed 
spectrum is properly accounted for. 
Some trial and error calculations are, there-
bht 
fore, necessary to decide upon proper assignment. Further, 
at two stages in the above procedure, firstly for the 
Identification of lines 1 and 3 and secondly for deciding 
the proper roots E, and E., a knowledge of approximate 
values of the coupling constants is said to be necessary. 
This, however, does not place any drastic limitation on 
the method (except that more trial and error calculations 
may be necessary) as any particular assignment Is ultimately 
checked completely for Internal consistency. 
After satisfactorily assigning lines 1 to 8, 
If some lines In the observed spectrum are still left 
unasslgned, they may be assigned properly to transitions 
9 to 12 and the value of M may then be calculated. However, 
It may be noted that the value of M Is very sensitive to 
slight errors In the line position (even within the limits 
of experimental error), and therefore, an approximate 
value of M may be estimated such that the calculated 
frequency agrees with the observed frequency, within ex-
perimental error. It Is usually difficult to determine 
the sign of M, as this can only be done If the Intensities 
are accurately known. So, it cannot be found which of 
the two meta H-H coupling constants (J^ and Jg) Is larger. 
The relative signs of the coupling constemts 
cannot be determined In this analysis and all the coupling 
constants are assuned to be positive for the spectra 
analysed. 
(Iv) P - Bromochlorobenzene: 
Following the above method, the lines at 
1.50cps and 10»40cps with respect to ihe center of the 
spectrum are assigned to the transitions 3 and 1 res-
^ J. 
pectlvely. From this we obtain N « 8»9cps and 
11#9cps. The two lines at 4.30 and 7.70cps are assigned 
to the transitions 6 and 7, and the line at Ocps Is taken 
as one of the two transitions 5 and 8 (Even If o«e of the 
pair of lines Is Identified the corresponding root" of the 
Eqn. (III.2) can be determined). The lines at 10.91 and 
1.10 also appear to be^plauslble pair of lines to be 
assigned to either the transitions 6 & 7 or 5 & 8. But, 
this was finally discarded as the assignment on this basis 
does not account for the line at Ocps. 
The parameters obtained In the analysis are 
given In Table III.5. The line frequencies and relative 
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TABLE I I I . 2 . 
Calculated transit ion frequencies and relat ive In tens i t ies , 
and oldserved frequencies for P-bromochlorobenzene. 
f^ 
Transition 
No.* 
Calculated 
frecLuency (in cps.) 
Observed . 
frequency"" 
(in cps.) 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
5 
2 
1 
9 
10 
i& 
7 
11 
3 
12 
4 
6 
11.90 
11.06 
10.40 
10.16 
9,79 
7.65 
4.25 
1.74 
1.50 
1.37 
1.11 
0.00 
! 10.91 
E f 
1 ' 10.40 
5 ) 
9.81 
7.70 
4.30 
1 '^^^  
1 1 
1.10 
! 0.00 
1 
1 
0.05 
0.21 
0.25 
0.13 
0.15 
0.29 
0.42 
0.87 
1.75 
0.85 
2.23 
0.61 
(Calculated and observed frequencies are given for a half of 
the spectrum with respect to the center ^ c-?^ *9e) )• 
• Nos. as in Table III.1. 
f Standard deviation vary between 0.07 and 0.15cps. 
55 
intensities calculated on the basis of these parameters 
are given In Table III.2, along with the experimentally 
observed line frequencies. The calculated spectrum Is 
shown In Fig. III.2 (b). 
The parameters (Table III.5) are all given 
assuming that ^t^^f^ » hut It Is not possible to Identify 
from this analysis, \i^ lch pair of nuclei are shielded 
more. 
The half of the observed spectrum on the 
higher field side shows less detail In the structure and 
this Is presumably due to spin-spin coupling with either 
bromine or/:hlorlne nucleus, which results In a broadening 
of the lines due to quadrupole Interactions. Irradiating 
these nuclei (Br or CI) with a strong RP voltage of 
appropriate frequency, ^lle observing proton resonance 
might reveal more structure In these lines. By this 
method It may then be possible to determine which pair of 
nuclei give rise to this half of the spectrum. 
(v) Para Chlorotoluene; 
The analysis of this spectrum Is done In the 
same manner as for p-bromochlorobenzene, and the parameters 
obtained (assuming ^^^^ ) are given In Table III.5. 
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lABLE 111,3» 
Calculated transit ion fre<iuencles and rela t ive In tens i t ies , 
and observed frequencies for p-chlorotoluene. 
T'«ov.o<*4«« Calculated Observed . Calculated 
Transition frequency ' frequency^ Relative 
"®* (In cps.) (In cps.) Intensity 
9 11,82 0.07 
2 10.78 I 0.24 
1 10.36 j 10.36 0.28 
\ 
9 9.97 5 O.U 
10 9.61 9.41 0.17 
6 7.71 7.73 0.32 
7 4.31 4.33 0.46 
1 1 ''•^^ S ^*^^ 
3 1.66 5 1.72 
1 1.66 0.83 2.22 
S 0.20 0.20 0.72 
(Calculated and observed frequencies are given for a half of 
the spectnm with respect to the center i Ci?;-f •^^')) * 
* Hos. as In Table III.1. 
i" Standard deviations vary between 0.04 and 0.09cps. 
S7 
The lines in the half of the spectrum on the 
higher field side show certain broadening in this case 
also, probably for the same reasons as given for p-bromo-
chlorobenzene|. The double irradiation technique might 
be helpful in this case also to determine which pair of 
nuclei are shielded more* 
The line frequencies and relative intensities 
calculated on the basis of the parameters in lable III.^, 
are given in Table III.3, along with the observed fre-
quencies. The calculated spectrum is shown in Fig.III.3 (b). 
(vi) P-Chloroiodobenzene: 
The analysis is done on identical lines as 
for the other two molecules, and the parameters obtained 
are given in Table III.5. 
By contparing with the results obtained by Corio 
and Bailey (4) on the chemical shifts in the monosubstituted 
benzenes, the two protons ortho to iodine may be expected 
to be shielded less in this case. 
The line frequencies and the relative intensities 
calculated on the basis of the parameters in Table III.5, 
are given in Table III.4 along with the observed line fre-
quencies. The calculated spectrum is shown in Pig.III.4 (b). 
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TABLE 111,4. 
Calculated transit ion frequencies and relatlTe Intens i t ies , 
and observed frequencies for p-chlorolodobenzene. 
Transition 
Wo.* 
5 
2 
1 
9 
10 
6 
7 
11 
5 
12 
4 
8 
Calculated Observed 
frequencyt frequency 
(In cps.) (In cps.) 
18.02 
15.65 1 
15.60 1 
15.42 
14.96 { 
13.45 
9.05 
7.31 j 
6.89 1 
6.84 
6.68 j 
4.48 
18.07 
1 
1 15.60 
13.50 
9.10 
6.89 
1 
4.53 
# 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
0.13 
0.60 
0.61 
0.30 
0.34 
0.56 
0.82 
0.70 
1.39 
0.66 
1.45 
0.47 
(Calculated and observed frequencies are given for a half of 
the spectruB with respect to the center ic>'-^ -P\)» 
* Hos. as In Table III.1. 
'i~ The value of M Is assumed to be 0.5cp8 In comparison with 
the other t%ro molecules. 
# Standard deviations vary between 0.06 and 0.19cps. 
i"7 
TABLE III.5. 
Values of the parameters obtained from the analyses (The 
values obtained by RS (3) are given for comparison). 
J ^ 
Compound 9^  S JQ^" - ^ "^p^ 
1. P-bromochlorobenzene 7.9 8.65 2.9 2.4 0.25 
Values of ES 7.1 9.1 (Range 1.5-2.0) 0 
2 . P-chlorotoluene 8.3 8.35 2,7 2,2 0.35 
Values of RS 5.3 9.1 (Range 1.5-2.0) 0 
3 . P-chlorotodobenzene 20.7 8.4 2.7 2.2 0.3 
Values of BS 20.8 9.0 1.6 0 
* The values are a l l given In cps. The e r ro r Involved In 
any of the parameters I s about + 0,2cps. 
i" The -?o^ values In reference(3) are mul t ip l ied by (40/29.92) 
to cocspare with the values In the present work. 
66 
(vtt) Discussion; 
The agreement between the calculated and 
observed spectra for all the three cases is satisfactory, 
as seen from Tables III.2, III.5 & III.4, and Figs. III.2, 
III.3, III.4 and the method of analysis, therefore, appears 
to be reliable. 
The corresponding values of the parameters 
obtained by BS in all these cases are also shown in Table 
III.5 for comparison. 
HH 
The ortho coupling constants (J^ ) obtained 
by RS are all larger than the values obtained here. This 
is because of the assumption made by ES that J'aO, and 
HH 
the value of J^"" determined by them corresponds to 'N* 
in the present analysis. 
HH All the meta H-H coupling constants (J ) 
obtained here are outside the range of 1*5 to 2.Oops 
suggested by IS for these molecules. But RS have chosen 
« 
different zero order eigenfunctions for tiie s ta tes 3s-
and 4SQ, and so the fourth power equation determining the 
energy values corresponding to the s ta tes 1s», 2 s ' , 3 s ' , & 
O 0 0 
4s^, in their case, is different from Eq. (III.2). The 
reason for so choosing these zero order eigenfunctions Is 
not clear from their publication (3). The discrepancy 
HH 
5 OI <J, 
I 
this reason. 
In the values of J obtained by them may be traced to 
m 
All the coupling constants observed here, 
agree with the values of the ortho, meta and para H-H 
coupling constants in substituted benzenes determined 
by ear l ier workers. 
The value of io^ for p-chiorolodo benzene 
obtained here agrees ^i^M. with the value of RS very 
closely (Table I I I . 5 ) . However, there is considerable 
discrepancy between the 9^ 5 values determined here and 
those of RS (converted to 40 Mc/Sec. as given In Table 
I I I . 5 ) In the case of p-bromochlorobenzene and p-chloro-
toluene. The value of \S Is small In both these cases, 
and I t Is aaaller s t i l l at 29.92 Mc/Sec. used by RS for 
the work. The assignment of the l ines to the t ransi t ions 
Is usually rendered difficult when "P^S i s small and 
th is I s probably the reason for tiie low values of V^S 
obtained by BS in these cases. As the present experi-
ments are done a t 40 Mc/Sec. the values r ^ o r t e d here 
are more rel iable than those of RS. 
The resul ts obtained (Table 111,5) show that the 
spin-spin coupling constants are not much sensitive to sub-
s t i tu t ion . The same conclusion has also been reached by RS. 
(vill) Dependence of the Spectrum on the Chemical Shiftt 
In view of the several difficulties Involved 
In arriving at a correet assignment, It Is thought Mmim 
worthwhile to calculate the spectra for some typical 
values of '?^S as the rest of the parameters remain approxi-
mately the same for all the p-dlsubstltuted benzenes. 
The msuiner In which a typical half of the spectrum varies 
with V^J is schematically represented in Pig. III.5. In 
the limit when i^S is large compared to the coupling con-
stants (A2X2 case) the half of the spectrum is again 
symmetrical in the positions of the lines as well as the 
intensities about the center >> . As 9oS decreases the 
A 
spectrum becomes gradually imsymmetrical with respect to 
the center Qi^^ and the intensity of the l ines nearer to 
^(^9^^>»"\ increases, whereas the l ines away from i.C'^ A+'^ /g) 
diminish in Intensity and some of them may even escape 
detection at small values of ^^S • The spectra (b) and 
(0) in Fig. I I I . 5 are the same as those of p-chloroiodo-
benzene and p-bromochlorobenzene respectively. The 
spectrum (d) in Tig I I I . 5 i s calculated for V^ S a4-.0cps. 
Other parameters used in the calculation are 
K = 5.0cps N = 8.5cps ) 
M = 0.5cps L « e.Ocps I ( I I I .4) 
<•«) 
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TABLE I I I . 6 . 
Typical half of AgBg spectrum calcula ted for the parameters, 
"9^5 =4.0cps, Na8.5cps, L=8.0cps, K=5.0cps, 
and M=0.5cps. 
Transi t ion 
No.* 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
7. 
$' 
Y. 
6 . 
9 . 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
Transi t ion freqtuenc^ 
w . r . t . iC^f^*-^^) in cps . 
9.23 
9.93 
0.43 
0.27 
3.92 
-0.05 
9.71 
5.74 
8,60 
8.37 
0.58 
0.36 • 
Relat ive In tens i ty 
0.09 
0.07 
1.91 
2.82 
[ 0.08 
0.88 
• 0.025 
; 0.12 
i 0.05 
i 0.06 
i 0.95 
0.94 
• Nos. a s in Table I I I . 1 . 
H 
The line frequencies and the relative Intensities for 
this casef are given In Table III.6. 
It can be seen from Pig. III.5 that tiie 
spectrum depends on the chemical shift In a rather com-
plicated manner,but the schematic variation shown In 
this diagram may be useful In analysing the spectra of 
this type. 
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CHAPTEH IV. 
PHOTON BKONANCE SPECTRA OF 
o{ J B AND y PICOLINiS 
PROTOH RESONAHCE SPECTRA OF oC j ^ AHD 7^ PICOLINES. 
A B S T R A C T . 
The proton resonance spectra of o(,^ andvptco-
llnes are obtained and analyzed to determine all the para-
meters Involved* The spectra belong to the classes ABCX, 
ABX7 and A2X2 respectively. The paraaeters obtained In 
all these cases do not differ very auch from the corres-
ponding parameters in pyridine spectrum anedyzed by 
Schneider et.al. 
(1) Introduction: 
The proton resonance spectra of pyridine and 
some methyl substituted pyridines (plcollnes and lutldlnes) 
were studied earlier by Baker (1) and Bernstein and 
Schneider (2), These were done at low resolution (about 
•7 
1 In 10 ) and were not therefore completely analyzed to 
determine all the parameters* Schneider, Bernstein and 
Pople (3) have recently studied the spectra of pyridine 
and some deuterated pyridines under high resolution (about 
1 In 10 ) and obtained all the parameters Involved by an 
exact analysis* 
In the present e:q>erlments the proton resonance 
spectra of o( , fi and Y plcollnes are studied at 4-0 Mc/Sec* 
under a resolution of about 1 In 10 • The spectra are of 
the types ABCX, ABXY and AgXg respectively. All three 
i^ectra are analyzed and the Involved parameters are determined. 
(11) Exrperimental; 
vThe samples of ^ ^ /3 and / plcollnes are kindly 
provided by Dr. H. Srlpathl Rao, Central Fuel Besearoh 
Institute, Jealgora. Slight traces of other Isomers and 
some absorbed moisture are the probable Impurities In the 
samples (4). 
The absolute chemical *ifts of the resonance 
signals are measured, choosing water as an external stan-
dard In the form of a capillary placed Inside the main 
sample tube* 
The resonance of the methyl protons occurs at 
a hlgjaer field than that of the ring protons In all the 
cases. This signal does not show any splitting In aiy 
of the three compounds Indicating that the coupling of 
the ring protons with the methyl protons, 4f any. Is 
small. 
(Ill) «<-Plcollne; 
The ring proton spectrum of the molecule, shown 
In Fig. IV.1(a), contains two groups of l ines separated 
by about 60 ops. By comparing with the pyridine spectrum(3) 
and by an approximate measurement of the areas enclosed by 
the two groups of l ineS | the group of l ines at the lower 
f ie ld may be assigned to the proton 6 (Fig. IV.2), As the 
yyill 
1 — ' — ' r-
i 
•ft 
¥ 
V * 
1^1 
i'^  
resonance of this proton Is well separated from that of 
the other three protons, this four spin system may be 
taken as belonging to the ABCX type. 
CA)H'' ^ ^^^^ 
I 
The zero order elgenfunctlons and the corres-
ponding diagonal matrix elements for the ABCX syst«a are 
given In Table 11,1 . The nongyanlshlng off-diagonal 
elements are given In E^. (11,1), I t Is necessary to 
dlagonallze four 3 x 3 matrices In order to obtain a l l 
the energy levels and, therefore, e :$ l ic i t analytical 
expressions are not usually obtained for the t ransi t ion 
energies* Hence, the assignment of the observed l ines 
to different t ransi t ions cannot be done In a simple and 
direct manner. 
A comparison of the l ines at the lover f&eld 
with the l ines due to ortho protons In the spectrum of 
pyridine (3) shows that the multiplet structure of th is 
group of l ines remains pract ical ly unchagsd, and the 
A 
mutual separations between these l ines are also nearly 
the same. This indicates, f i r s t l y , that the coupling 
between the ortho protons in pyridine Is small ( This 
Is actually found to be so by Schneider et»al (3) ) and, 
secondly, that the coupling constants J^j^, Jg^ & JQJ^ . 
In ©(-plcollne do not differ much ftrom the corresponding 
coupling constants In pyridine. In view of t h i s , I t I s 
first", tentat ively, assumed that a l l the parameters 
Involved In this spectrum are roughly the same as the 
corresponding parameters In pyridine. They are given by 
^<»^A8* ° ° ^ ^ ' 
-9^g^^= -15 c p s . 
•^ AC * *'^ BC " '^'^ ®P®*^ 
j^g « ne cps. J 
J ^ « 5*5 cps . 
J g j = 0.9 cps . 
JQ2J « 1.9 cps . 
(IV.1) 
On the basis of these parameters, the transition 
energies and relative Intensities are calculated for the 
ABCX system. Though the spectrum, thus calculated, does 
not fit In the observed gpectrum correctly, a general 
resemblance Is observed from which a rough Idea of the 
probata, e positions of the Involved transitions Is 
obtained. The calculations, along with a rough measure-
ment of the areas, showed that In the observed spectrum 
assigned to the protons AB & C, the seven lines on the 
* The chemical shifts are also assumed to be the same, 
In the first Instance, as methyl substitution Is not 
ejqpected to alter these drastically. 
low field side arise due to the proton C» Then, it can 
be seen that the lines of the protons A & B are not 
sufficiently resolved as there are only 6 or 7 distin-
guishable peaks in this part of the spectrum while the 
number of transitions are about twenty* 
Using these calculations as a starting point, 
it Is attempted to assign the different lines to parti-
cular transitions by trial aid error. The following 
points are of considerable help In deciding upon the 
assignment. 
As the off-diagonal elements In a matrix are 
applied adlabatlcally In the process of diagonalIzatIon 
(d) the trace of the matrix remains the same, and (t) 
the diagonal elements will not cross each other. If we 
es^ress the frequency of a transition between states 
m -^ n as y-mn'' ^^ ~ ^ » ^^ have that 
i^.-^  ^ 4. W ^ , = 3 E^ - (E5 + E^ + E5) (IV.2) 
and as (E_ + E. + Ec)ls the trace of the matrix which 
I I I 
determines the energy levels 3 »4 , & 3 we find from 
Table I I . 1 that 
* The procedure has been usecUbarller by Tessenden and 
Waugh (5) in the analysis of ABC spectra. 
Similarly we find that 
•'-*,•) *i-,,o*vj^ ,„ = r ^ ^ - n „ 8 + i i i , . 05.5; 
If the twelve transitions ocouring in Eqns* (IV*3) to 
(IV«6) are assigned to the lines in the observed spectrum, 
the three ctuantities J]9* "^J^^ a°<i H^kX ^^® easily 
obtained. ][7->^, however, depends on the choice of origin 
in the observed spectrum, but it can be used to find the 
position of "^ C'^A'^'^a-f-'^c) ^" *^® spectrum. This position 
may then be fixed as the new origin to express all the 
transition frequencies in the theoretical, as well as 
experimental spectra. 
For the X transitions •€ the following relations 
are easily obteuLned. 
• ^ = . , - -
^li,,li' -
V^  -^  i I JA>. 
-^.-HLJA^ 
•'^^^^-is^ ^-^.-iil. 
C3V.7) 
The position of iy in the observed spectrum and the value 
of X. JAY ^-^S^* ^ ® calculated if these transitions are pro-
perly assigned, and the value of J_ J.^, thus obtained, can 
be checked with that determined from the assignment of 
t r a n s i t i o n s 9,, e t c . In the present case the l i n e s due 
to X proton are not well resolved and the l i n e widths are 
r a the r l a rge so that the assignment oamot be done proper ly . 
After the twelve t r a n s i t i o n s occurlng In Bins. 
(IV.3) to (IV.6) a re assigned, a l l the energy l e v e l s a re 
ca lcula ted from the assigned frequencies of these t r a n s i -
t i o n s (and from the values of T *^A.'B^11*^AX °^**^°®^ ^^^ 
them). The remaining 18 t r a n s i t i o n s In the ABC spectrum 
a re then ca lcu la t ed and checked with t h e observed 
spectriM. The I n t e n s i t i e s of tJie corresponding t r a n s i -
t i o n s In the theo re t i ca l spectrum calcula ted with the 
parameters In Eq. ( I V.1) a re of help In making t h i s 
comparison. The agreement between the calculated and 
observed g>ectnMi corresponding to t h e 18 t r a n s i t i o n s 
forms a check on the correctness of the assignment of 
t r a n s i t i o n s T^. e t c . 
I f the observed spectrum (of a l l the four 
protons ABC & X) Is s a t i s f a c t o r i l y accounted for , the 
problCTi would then be to obtain a l l the Involved para-
meters from the energy values which account for the 
spectrum. This , again,cannot be done by a n a l y t i c a l 
method and, therefore , a numerical method I s followed. 
For t h i s , different s e t s of values a re chosen, within 
cs 
a reasonable range close to the corresponding valtec In 
pyr id ine , fbr a l l the parameters (and also remembering 
tha t "£ J .g & r JAX ®^ ®^ known) and the energy l e v e l s 
given by a l l these s e t s are calculated* The set of 
parameters which y ie ld energy values tha t f i t with those 
obtained from the above assignment i s f i na l ly (hosen. 
The parameters thus chosen a re 
"Jfl^ Ao* 0,5 cps . 
"AS 
9,S =-17»0 cps« 
•95 s-16«3 cps . 
'AB = 1.0 cps . ^ 
JA« i» 7.4 cps . y ' C ^ .  , 
'AX 4»5 cps . 
B^X ^ ^'^ ®^^' 
'CX = 2.0 cps . 
(XV.8) 
It may be noted that the energy values are con-
siderably sensitive toaaall changes in the parameters auid 
though the agreement finally obtained is satisfactory it 
cannot be claimed that the set of values in^(IV.8) repre-
sent the best values of all the eight parameters. Further 
refinement of these values is discouraged by the fact that 
there are several unresolved lines in the ^ectrum. However, 
it can be said that within reasonable limits of about 
ds 0.5 cps. in the coupling constants and about+I.O cps. in 
the chemical shifts the set of parameters ln^(IV.8) repre-
sent the spectrum. 
The exact wave functions corresponding to the 
energy values are calculated with the help of E(ins.(I,5), 
(1.6) & (1.7) and the relative intensities of the 
TABLE I V . 1 . 
Exact uave functions and energy levels of << - picoltne. 
X—X « « JL 
SI . Fo » j t 
Ho. '^ 'av® function 0„ Energy E, -JJ < = - - Q 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
14 
2 1 ^ iC-^i + ^^ -^f V'e-'^O + 2c175 
1 -0o97 0^ +0,16 ^ +0.18 0^ ^ C^ '^  ^ V^^Ve +3-?J -15c097 
1 0,20 ^ +0o90 0J +Oo37 01 IC-?^, i>^ .-^^-^H) ^ 8.265 
1 OoH ^ -0o28 0 | +Oo95 0^ i C ^^J?^ ^9^^3P j + 4o656 
0 -Oc97 06 +0.17 0^ +0<,16 0^ ^ C>5j+ 5^+ c^ " >^^ >) -16o639 
0 -0.07 0^ -0.87 0^ +0.49 0g f C^A^ ^'s*^ - 3^0 "^  ^^''^l 
0 0.22 0^ +0.46 0° +0.86 0^ i C^,,^ ^^^c " 3^ ?x) + ^.783 
0 0.96 ^ -0.20 0^Q-O.21 0^^ - i C^ '/i ^ ^^+^e-3>?xJ - 6.042 
0 0.15 0^ +0.95 0^0-0.26 0^^ _2 C^^^^Wc - 3P,; - 8»505 
0 0.26 0^ +0.22 0^0+0.94 0?^ .j^ f y^  , ,?3^^^ . j ^ J + 8.822 
-1 0.89 0^2+0.36 0^5-0.29 0?4 " t C>i^-^^^ Vc ^3^x) " '^•574 
.1 0.05 0^2^.96 0 ^ 0 . 2 8 0? , -^ C^,.^^.^^ , 3 ^ ^ - ^.026 
-1 0.23 0^2+0.26 0°5+O.94 0? , . z CV, W^ We^3^v)+10o425 
; ' -^ ^15 - i C V , . , ^ . ^ , - ^ . ) - 2 - 1 T 5 
16 -2 0?g .1 CV^ .^^H^v^J^ 5.725 
T 0? are the zero order eigenfuncttons as given in Table I I . 1 . 
TABLE IV.2. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative intensities, 
and observed frequencies for «<-picollne. 
• • ^ -
S.SIo. Transition 
Calculated 
frequency 
(in cps.) 
Observed , 
frequency^ 
(in cps.) 
Calculated 
Relat ive 
In tens i ty 
ABC l ines 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
1 1 . 
12. 
13. 
H . 
15. 
3 ' - ^ 1 
6 ' - - r2 
1 0 ' - ^ 4 ' 
12»-»8« 
9 1 ^ 4 . 
10'--r5» 
13'>-r8' 
12 '~^7 ' 
9 ' _ ^ 5 ' 
1 3 ' - ^ 7 ' 
1 5 ~ t 1 1 ' 
16-^14 ' 
5'—^1 
1 1 ' - ^ 4 ' 
7 ' - ^ 2 
20.8 
18.8 
16.8 8 
8 
14.4 
14.3 0 
13.2 5 
11.8 
11.7 
10.7 
9.2 5 
6.7 
4.7 
1.1 il 
-0 .6 
21.0 
18.9 
15.3 
12.0, 
10.9 
6.3 
4.3 
- 1 . 9 , 
-2.0 { 
0.40 
0.41 
0.14 
0.37 
0.46 
0.71 
0.49 
0.33 
0.24 
0.21 
2,02 
2,04 
0.66 
2.58 
0.20 
Contd.. 
TABLE IV.2 (Contd.) 
S.No. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
X Lines 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Transition 
4'--y1 
14'—^8» 
11'—^5' 
8'—^2 
14'—-r7' 
10'-^3' 
15-^9* 
9'—»3' 
12'—^6« 
15—^10' 
16--,13' 
13'--^6' 
16—.f12' 
11'-y 3' 
14'-^ 6' 
6'—=.4' 
6'-^5' 
12'-»11' 
13''-^ 11' 
Calculated Observed 
frequency frequency 
(in cps.) (in cps.) 
-2.5 j 
-3.6 1 
i 
-4.2 i 
-4.6 i 
-6.3 i 
-6,6 
-8.2 i 
-9.0 i 
-9.1 
-10.7 
-10.8 
-11.6 1 
-13.5 
-23.9 
-27.1 
24.0 
21.3 
16.4 
13.9 
-U9, 
-3.4 
1 
1 -6.2 
\ 
1 
i 
! -8.0 
[ 
1 
i -10.5, 
! -13.1, 
i -14.8? 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
, _ 1 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity 
2.16 
2.82 
0.69 
2.37 
0.22 
0.92 
0.30 
0,48 
1.21 
0.71 
0.53 
0.83 
0.92 
0.0042 
0.0071 
0.0009 
0.001 
0.001 
0.002 
Contd. 
TABLE IV>2. (Contd>) 
-I J 
S.Ho. 
5 . 
6. 
7 . 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Transi t ion 
7'—, 4 ' 
2 - ^ 1 
6 ' ^ - ; 3 ' 
1 2 ' - ^ 9 » 
8»-^ 4» 
' : 7 ' - ^5» 
12«-f10» 
1 3 ' - ^ 9 ' 
1 4 ' - ^ 1 1 ' 
8« - -^5 ' 
13 ' -^10 ' 
16-^15 
1 4 ' - * 9 ' 
14 ' -^10 ' 
7 ' - ^ 3 » 
8 ' - ^ 3 » 
Calculated 
frequeij 
( In cps 
4.1 
3e6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
0.5 
-0 .9 
-1 .0 
-1 .6 
-2 .1 
-3 .5 
-3 .6 
-16,5 
-18.9 
-19.2 
-21.9 
;?! 
1 
II 1 
1 
fi 
{ 
! 
i 
I 
Observed 
frequency 
( In cps.) 
4.1 
2 .0 , 
0.5 
-1o9 
- 3 . 5 
— 
— 
— 
~ 
Calculated 
Relat ive 
In t ens i t y 
0.38 
1.00 
0.99 
0.71 
0.60 
0.49 
0.30 
0.007 
1.00 
0.52 
0.98 
0,46 
0.0008 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0002 
f standard deviat ions vary between 0.17 and 0,27 cps. 
Values of Chemical s h i f t s (6 ) for the different protons with 
respect to the s ignal from water:— (The values a re corrected 
for bulk diamasnetic s u s p e p t i b i l i t y ) . 
Type of proton S w . r . t . H20infpw, 
A 
B 
C 
X 
CH, 
-1 .70 +0.Q2 
-1.69 " " 
-2 .12 " 
-3.26 •' 
2.81 " 
« See Figure IV.2. 
is 
t ransit ions are obtained as given by (1.(6). The mixed 
wave functions and the corresponding energy levels are 
given in Table IV»1, 
The csuLculated transit ions freqimcies and 
relat ive in tensi t ies along with the observed frequencies 
are given in Table IV,2. The diemical shifts of the dif-
ferent protons in the molecule with respect to the signal 
from water are also given at the end of the Table IV.2» 
The calculated spectrum i s shown in Fig. IV.1(b). 
(iv) jB-Picoiinet 
Fig. IV.3(a) shows the proton resonance spectrum 
of the ring protons of this molecule. The spectrum has 
two groups of l ines and by a comparison with the spectra 
of pyridine and 3-pyridine-d-j i obtained by Schneider e t . a l 
(3)> i t i s easy to see that the protons in 2 and 6 positions 
(Fig. IV.4) give r i se to the l ines at the lower f ie ld, while 
the l ines at the higher field are due to the protons 3 and 4. 
As the separation between the centers of the two groups of 
l ines Is about 50 cps. and since any of the coupling cons-
tants between the nuclei belonging to the two groups i s not 
expected to exceed about 6 cps. (by comparing with the cor-
responding parameters in pyridine (3) ) the molecule can be 
taken to belong to the class ABXY (as shown in Fig.IV.4) 
in the usual notation* 
5^ 
X 
\",» 
i" 
t 
.11 
\ 
i ! ' > 
• ^ ^ m 
^ 
C6)H. 
CX)H HCV) 
The zero order elgenfunctions and the corres-
ponding diagonal matrix elements for ABXY system are the 
same as those for ABCX ^stem in Table I I . 1 with C repla-
ced by X,and X replaced by Y. The nonSvanlshlng off-
dlagonal elements are given by the following re la t ions: 
^ : i 3 ^ ^ i ' \ - - ^ 9 , 1 J(, i X 
y^US ' ^ 7 g = ^9W«> 
.. (&.«?) '0 ' ' ^ , / i - -^  ^xy 
and the remaining off-diagonal elements are obtained by 
the condition 
Jt 7yv7\ JC Y\yr\ . Qy. lo) 
Now, the total spin matrix factors Into four ( 1 x 1 ) 
(states 1,6,11 & 16), four 2 x 2 (states 2 & 3 and 4 & 5) 
and 12 & 13 and U & 15) and one 4 x 4 (states 7,8,9 & 10) 
submatrices. Explicit expressions are, therefore, directly 
obtained for all but four of the states. 
The coupling constant In pyridine corresponding 
to Jj^ Y Is found to be 0»4 cps, (3). It can be seen from 
the group of lines assigned to X & Y that J^y should be 
small. It is, therefore, assumed that J^^ = 0 to carry 
ro 
out the ana lys i s . The v a l i d i t y o^ *hls assumption can 
be judged from the extent to which the ana lys i s s a t i s f a c -
t o r i l y accounts for the observed spectrum. Subs t i tu t ing 
Jyry = 0 , the spin matrix can be completely solved, and 
e x p l i c i t expressions can be derived for a l l the energy 
l e v e l s and the corresponding wave funct ions . 
The problem now becomes exactly s imi l a r to that 
of 1-fluoro, 2,4-dlnltrobenzene ( S e c . I I . I I I ) . By r ep l a -
cing C by X,and X by Y and then subs t i t u t ing J^y = 0 In 
Tables ( I I . 2 ) , ( I I . 3 ) , ( I I . 4 ) & ( I I . 5 ) , the energy l e v e l s 
and wave functions, and the t r an s i t i on energies and t h e i r 
r e l a t i v e I n t e n s i t i e s Involved In t h i s problem a re obtained. 
Only the AB par t of t h e i^ectrumoan be analyzed 
In the present case , a s the X and Y l i n e s (on the lower 
f i e l d side in the observed spectrum) a re not resolved. 
The theore t i ca l AB spectrum cons i s t s of four q u a r t e t s 
j u s t as In tiie case of 1 f luoro, 2,4-dinl trobenzene 
spectrum ( S e c . l l . i v (c)), and the assignment of the l i n e s 
to these q u a r t e t s Is to be done In a s imi la r manner. From 
t h i s assignment JAB»( Vj^  ^^3 ^» *^^ AX''^ BX^  ^^^ *^^ AI~'^ By^  
can be obtained. The centers of D. , P. , F and D 
q u a r t e t s (see S e c . I I . l v (c)) with respect to - C'^ li + vU) 
a re respect ively given by 
?/ 
* H^hx "• JBX> ^ '^^AY -^  ^^ BY^  
* C- (JAX 
"BY^ 
+ JTJY) - (^ AY "*• *^ BY^ J 'BX'
(IV.11) 
ai;id from these (J^ ^^  + J^^) and (J^y •*" *^BY^ ^^® obtained. 
Thus, all the parameters except S^ can be derived from 
the analysis of tiie AB spectrum. It Is, however, not 
possible to derive the signs of coupling constants from 
this analysis, as Is done In the case of 1 fluoro, 2,4-
dlnltrobenzene,as no Information Is obtained from the 
X and Y lines in this case. 
The analysis Is therefore carried out assuming 
all the coupling constants to be positive. 
The parameters obtained from the analysis are 
is « 44.3 cps. 
JAB = •'•9 
JAX = ^•'' 
hx = *-8 
JAY = 2-5 
JT»V = ''•2 
cps . 
cps . 
cps. 
cps . 
cps . 
'XY cps, 
y (IV.12) 
The er ror Involved In any of these parameters i s not more 
than + 0.4 cps. 
ra. 
TABLE IV.3. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative Intensities, 
and observed frequencies for R> -plcollne. 
Transition 
No.t 
Calculated 
frequency ft 
(In cps.) ,. 
Observed 
frequency* 
(In cps.) *| 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity. 
AB l i n e s 
2 
10 
6 
14 
1 
9 
5 
3 
13 
7 
11 
15 
4 
8 
12 
16 
36.7 
38.9 
39.1 
41.3 
44.6 
46.8 
47.0 
49.1 
49.2 
50.5 
53.6 
54.9 
57.0 
58.4 
61.5 
62.8 
5 
! 
1 
5 
36.7 
39.0 
41.4 
44.7 
46.7 
49.1 
50.3 
53.7 
54.9 
57.0 
58.3 
61,5 
62.8 
0.36 
0.46 
0.30 
0 .4a 
1.64 
1.54 
1.70 
1.64 
1.58 
1.70 
1.54 
1.58 
0.36 
0.30 
0.46 
0.42 
Contd.. 
8-3 
TABLE IV.3 (ContdO 
Transition 
No. 
X lines 
9 
11 
5 
8 
2 
6 
7 
5 
4 
1 
12 
10 
Y lines 
12 
10 
5 
8 
7 
^ 
Calculated 
frequency 
(in cps.) 
-15.6 
-12.5 
- 3.4 
- 3.4 
- 1.2 
- 1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
3.4 
3.4 
12.5 
13.6 
-14.2 
-11.9 
- 1.8 
- 1.8 
- 0.6 
- 0.5 
5 1 
1 
5 
! 
il 
5 
5 
5 
5 
j 
5 
Observed 
frequency 
(in ops.) 
~ 
— 
-3.1 
-0.9 
1.0 
3.0 
— 
— 
~ 
— 
0.9 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity. 
0.0041 
0.0058 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9959 
0.9942 
0.9942 
0.9959 
1.0 
1.0 
0.0058 
0.0041 
0.0007 
0.0014 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9993 
0.9986 
^ ^ 
TABLE IV.3 (Contd.) 
Transit ion 
3 
6 
2 
1 
9 
11 
Calculated 
frequency 
(In cps.) 
0*5 
0.6 
1.8 
1.8 
11.9 
14.2 
1 
il 
1 
Observed 
freqnency 
( in cps.) 
1.0 
— 
— 
Calculated 
Relat ive 
I n t e n s i t y . 
0.9986 
0.9993 
no 
1,0 
0.0014 
0.0007 
' The transition Hos. for the AB, X and Y spectra are as In 
Tables II.3, II.4 and II.5 respectively, with C replaced 
by X, and X replaced by Y. 
ft The calculated frequencies are given with respect to 
^ C- ^y) ^^ *^^ origin. 
* The observed frequencies are given with respect to the 
center of the XY group of lines. The standard deviations 
vary between 0.15 and 0.22c^s. 
Values of chemical shifts (& ) for the different protons 
with respect to the signal from water:— (The values are cor-
rected for bulk dlamagnetlc suspoptlblllty). 
Type of proton 
X, Y 
A 
B 
CH-
3 
. . 
. • 
. « 
. . 
.Jjl:l:l'If.l^^ 
-5.33+0.02 
-2 .22 " 
-1 .97 " 
3.09 " 
See Figure IV.4. 
ei-
As a l l the l i ne s of both X and Y l i e very close 
to each other within a small region, I t Is fu r ther assumed 
tha t 5 =s 0 to calculate the spectrum. The t r a n s i t i o n 
energies and t h e i r r e l a t i ve I n t e n s i t i e s calcula ted with 
the parameters in Eq, (IV.12) a re given In Table ( IV.3) , 
along with t he observed frequencies. The chealcal sh i f t s 
of the dif ferent protons In the molecule with respec t to 
the signal from water are given at the aid of the Table(IV,3). 
The calculated spectrum I s shown In Fig , IV.3(b) , The 
agreement between the observed and ceilculated spectra I s 
s a t i s f ac to ry jus t i fy ing the assumptions made In the 
a n a l y s i s . 
(v) Y - P l c o l l n e : 
The r ing proton spectrum of t h i s molecule (F ig . 
two 
IV, 5(a) ) also shows^groups of l i n e s separated by about 
60 cps . Again by comparison with the spectra of pyr idine 
and 4-pyrldlne-d-j obtained by Schneider e t . a l . , the group 
of l i n e s a t the lower f i e l d may be assigned to t h e protons 
ortho to N, (See f igure IV. 6) \i*ille the other group may 
be assigned to t h e protons meta to N, As the separation 
between the two groups Is much l a rge r than any of the 
Irfhen S -0 and J^^ = 0 , the ABXY system may a l so be 
ca l led as ABXX system. 
'<rt 
\ ) 
?6 
coupling constants tnvolved, the ^ e c t n u a may be taken 
to be of the AgXg type. The general theory of t h i s type 
of spectrum Is given by severa l authors ( 6 , 7 , 8 ) . In t h i s 
spectrum t h e two groups of l i n e s are completely IdentlcaQ. 
In s t ruc ture about t h e i r respect ive cen te r s , and each 
group cons i s t s of twelve t r a n s i t i o n s . In the observed 
spectrum the lower f i e l d group of l i n e s cons i s t s of four 
l i n e s , while for the group a t the h l ^ e r f i e l d the s t r u c -
tu re appears to be a l i t t l e complicated probably due to 
the coupling of tiiese protons with the methyl protons . 
However, a general resemblance between the two groups 
can be seen. 
Cil)H ^ HCA) 
(X3 W H C X ) 
f^^ 33.(> 
As the coupling between the two protons ortho 
to N Is observed to be veryauall In pyr id ine , 4-pyrldlne-d^ 
and p-plcol lne (see previous s e c t i o n ) . I t may be taken as 
ssero for the present ana lys i s . The gpeotrum then belongs 
to t h e AgXg c l a s s with K = M . A typical half of such a 
• K and M are defined as in Eq. (HE.I) with B replaced 
by X. See a lso references ^ (7 & 8)» 
97 
spectrum consists of 6 transitions symastrical with res-
pect to the center as given by Bernstein et.al (7»8). 
The observed spectrum on the lower field side shows only-
four lines symmetrical with respect to the center. The 
other two lines (corresponding to transitions 5»8 and 9,12 
as given references 7 & 8) are comparatively weak and are 
expected to occur symmetrically on either side of the 
center, separated more than the lines at + 3«1 ops. in the 
observed spectriim. As no absorption is Indicated at these 
tKoJt 
positions i t i s assumed,these l ines coincide, within experi-
menteil error, with the strong l ines at + 5.1 cps. Prom the 
u 
expressions for the transit ion energies and the mut^l sepa-
rations in the observed spectrum we then get 
i N = 6.05 cps. K + J K^  + A 6.05 cps. \ K*^  + L"^  - K = 2.95 cps. 11 
J . =5 1.6 c p s . 
A 
Jy = 0 c p s . 
11 (XV.14) 
5 
from which the coupling constants are obtained as 
J « 5.1 cps. 
J « 0.9 cps. 
The error Involved in any of these values i s not more than 
+ 0.4 cps. 
The transition frequencies and the corresponding 
re la t ive in tensi t ies for a typical half of the spectrum 
» 6.05 -Jjepresents an average of the mutual separateions bet-
ween the Intense l ines in the Ag & the Xg spectra. 2.95 
i»epresents the separation between the two inner components 
In the X2 spectrum only as those in the kz spectrum are 
not easily Identified. 
s-r 
TABLE IV.4. 
Calculated transition frequencies and relative intensities, 
and observed frequencies for "/ -picoline. 
Transition 
No.t 
Calculated 
frcnquency 
(in cps.) 
Observed 
frequency'T 
(in cps.) 
Calculated 
Relative 
Intensity. 
1. 
2 
5 
9 
6 
10 
7 
11 
3 
4 
8 
12 
3.0 
3.0 
3o0 
3.0 
1.5 
1e5 
-1.5 
-1o5 
-3.0 
-3-?0 
-3oO 
-3.0 
5 
j 
5 
5 
1 
5 
5 
9 
1 
{ 
5 
5 
5 
3.1 
1o5 
-1.5 
-3*1 
1.00 
1,00 
0.32 
0<,32 
0.67 
Oc67 
0.67 
0 
0.67 
1.00 
UOO 
0.32 
Oo32 
t The transitions represent a typical half of the spectrum. 
The transition Hos. are as in ToLfeSj^  C(,.i9) ^ ted. 9 CP-fn) 
'•The error in the observed frequencies is atout + Oc2cps. 
A • • - I. g3i0oa. 
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calculated with these parameters (Eq. (IV.U) ) are given 
along with the observed frequencies a»» Qiitmk in Table IV,4. 
The chemical shifts of the different protons with reference 
to signal of water, are given at the end of the Table IV.4-. 
The calculated spectrum Is shown In Fig. IV.5(b). 
(vi) Discussion; 
The coupling constants obtained from all these 
analyses do not differ In any striking manner from those 
In pyridine (5). This conforms to the general observation 
that 9 In coupling constaits are not much sensitive to 
subst itutlon. 
The lines In all the three spectra are rather 
broad presumably due to quadrupole Interactions arising 
because of the presence of nitrogen nucleus In the molecules, 
and due to the presence of slight traces of Impurities In 
the samples used. The accuracy of the parameters Is 
domewhat Impaired due to ihls reason. 
The chemical shift values also do not differ very 
much from those In pyridine showing that methyl substitution 
does not drastically alter the shielding of the ring protons 
In these molecules. The absolute chemical diifts, with refe-
rence to water, obtained here agree, within experimental 
errors, with the values obtained earlier at low 
resolution (1,2). 
90 
The calculated spectra in the case of 6 and / 
p l co l l ne s agree; very a t i s f ac to r i l y with the observed spect ra , 
as the ansdysls covild be done In a d i rec t manner* The 
agreement, however, Is not completely sa t i s fac tory In the 
case ot o(- p lco l lne as an ^proximate cethod Involving many 
t r i a l and error ca lcula t ions had to be used in the analysis* 
The parameters obtained by Schneider e t . a l (3) for pyr idine 
a re of considerable help in carrying out the analyses of a l l 
the three spec t ra , p a r t i c u l a r l y that of «<- p l c o l l n e . 
?/ 
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CHAPTER V. 
Cl^^ EESONANCE SHIFTS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
OF ALKALI CHLORIDE AND ALKALINE EABTH 
CHLORIDES, AND F"*^  RESONANCE SHIFTS IN SOME 
ALKALI FLUORIDES 
Cl^^ RE50MAH0E SHIFTS IM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 07 ALKALI CHLOBIDBS 
AND ALKALIHE EARTH CHLORIDES, AND 7^^ BESONANCE SHITTS IH SOME 
ALKALI FLUORIDE. 
A B S T R A C T . 
The chemical shifts of CI ^ resonance In aqueous 
solutions of alkali chloikdes £md alkaline earth chlorides^ 
and of "E*^ resonance in some alkali fluorides are determined 
at various concentrations using a High lesolution NMR Spectro-
meter. The shifts in alkalis chlorides \riiich are independent 
of concentration vary in the same manner as the quadrupole 
coupling constants in these molecules. These shifts probably 
represent the effect of the positive ions in these solutions. 
The F19 resonance shift in each allrali fluoride changes with 
concentration upto a certain limit after which it be® mes 
practically constant. After such a limit the variation of 
these shifts from KF to CsF has the same trend as that for 
Cl35resonance shifts from KCl to CsCl. 
35 
The Cl'^ '^  resonance shifts in alkaline earth chlo-
rides are all found to be concentration dependent. This 
dependence is discussed in terms of the ion pair formation. 
(i) Introduction; 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance technique was success-
fully employed by Shooleiy and Alder (1) to understand some 
of the solvent ion Interactions In aqueous electrolytes. 
They have investigated the proton resonance shifts in a large 
number of aqueous electrolytes and interpreted the data on 
the basis of the combined effect of polarization of the water 
molecules by the ions, and the tendency of these ions to 
rupture the hydrogen-bonded structure of water Itself. In 
the same paper the concentration dependence of the F ^ 
^3 
resonance in aqueous solution of KF was reported. Later 
Carrlngton and Hlnes (2) have studied this concentration 
dependence In greater detail, using various solvents. 
These are the only cases, so far, to our knowledge, where 
negative Ion shifts In aqueous electrolytes were studied. 
In the present work the Cl^^ resonance shifts 
are determlnd In aqueous solutions of alkali chlorides and 
19 
alkaline earth chlorides at various concentrations. F 
resonance shifts In HaF, KF & CsF solutions sare also 
determined. Ihe NMR signals of CI are, In general, broad 
(3) due to quadrupole Interactions* Masuda (4) has deter-
mined the chemical shifts In four liquid chlorine compounds 
TlCl^, VOClj, CrOgClg and SlCl^ and found the line widths to 
be proportional to ihe quadrupole coupling constants, showing 
that the quadrupole Interactions form the dominant relaxation 
mechanism* But the line widths are less In the case of the 
hl^ly Ionized solutions studied here, where these Interac-
tions are comparatively low* 
(11) Experlm«ital: 
35 For CI resonance e^ erlments, the samples are 
contained In pyrex glass tubes of 13 mm o.d. The reference 
sample Is placed In another glass tube of about 7 mm. o.d. 
and placed Inside the main sample tube, s> that the signals 
from the sample and reference are simultaneously obserfed* 
n 
1Q The f ^ resonance shif ts are measured with samples 
contained in pyrex glass tubes of 9 mm o.d. The reference 
sample i s contained in a thin glass tube of about 3 mm. o.d. 
The signals ob ta tod from RbCl with NaCl as the 
reference, along with the side bands separated by 184 cps. , 
on either side from the tvo main signals are shown in Fig.V.1. 
Fig. V.2 shows the signals from LiCl & CsCl. 
In the above-mentioned form of the sample tubes, 
the sancple will be contained in an annular space between the 
outer and inner tubes. Reilly, McConnell & Meisenheimer (3) 
have found that the annular sao^les give U-shaped doublets 
(broad l ine with two peaks), the separation being given by 
n o » >j y ^ 
•5t, >X^VXare the volume suscept ib i l i t ies of the l iquid in 
the inner glass tube, the glass tube, and the annular l iquid 
respectively, y refers to the mean radius of the annular 
l iquid and (KhlrBkre the inntr and outer radi i of the inner 
glass tube. The signals obtained in the present case (Figs. 
V.I and V.2) are not to be mistaken as such doublets, f i r s t ly 
because two signcds are not obtained %Aien the solution in the 
inner tube i s tnot a chloride, and sscondly the signed, separa-
tions observed here are much larger than the separations which 
might be e j e c t e d from annular samples on the basis of 
Eci.(V.1). However, in the case of P ^ resonance in KP 
i^ 
^ 
1 - ^ 
c b 
K 
^ 
J ^ 
:^ 
^ 
) 
•J I . 
vr 
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rrj 
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Solutions sudi a splitting has been observed when a small 
glass tube, with or without any ample, is placed inside. 
Again it was not observed for CsF and Naf» The reason for 
observing it only in EF seems to be due to the fact that 
the line width in tills case is much smaller than that for 
NaF or CsF, or ax^ of the chloride solutions studied* 
The chemical shift is given by 
and is eipressed in parts per million (ppm). 6 is here the 
chemical shift, -^^ and 9y are the Larmor frequency values 
for the nucleus under study in the compound and reference 
respectively. Though the experiment is actually done by 
varying the magnetic field and keeping the frequency cons-
tant, ezpresslDD 5 in this form is convenient as the value 
of C'^ y - "^ c) is directly obtained in cycles f»r second from 
the measurement, when it is done by side-baddtechnique. 
The error involved in the measurenent of CI 
19 
resonance shifts is about 1 ppm. For the F measuremoit 
it is about 0.1/ppm. 
The resul ts are not corrected for the bulk dia-
magnetic susceptibi l i ty . But this does not bring in any 
significant difference in the resul ts , as the corrections 
Involved are always within the e35>erimaital error given 
1(> 
above* Furthei^ accurate data are not serailable to %ply 
the correction for a l l &e different concentrations of 
the solutions studied. 
( I l l ) Besults; 
The C l ^ resonance di lf ts In a lka l i chlorides are 
given In Table V.I , These shif ts are a l l found to be Inde-
pendent of concentration within th^ e^erimental error of 
1.0 ppm. in the chemical sh i f t . Therefore, an average 
value of the shi f ts obtained a t the different concentrations 
i s given. The values are a l l given with NaCl as the refe-
rence. The shif ts in Idie case of LlCl and KCl are not mea-
sured with NaCl as the reference, but they agere f i r s t mea-
sured with respect to CsCl ani the ifalues are finally redu-
ced to NaCl as the reference. The error involved in these 
values may, therefore, be slightly more than 1*0 ppm. 
The i^ifts in alkallKe^chlorldes are a l l founii to be 
concentration(fep^ident. The values of these shifts a t 
various concentrations for BaClg, SrClg* CaClp and MgClg are 
a i i given in Tables V.2(a), V.2(b), V.2(c) and V.2(d) res-
pectively. The values are « ^ given with reference to NaCl. 
In the case of MgClg the measurement was not actually dsne 
with th i s reference as at low concentrations there is a>nsl-
A 
derable overlapping of the signals* The measuremoit was 
therefore done with reference to CsCl and l a t e r reduced to 
97 
TABLE V.1. 
SI- rnn„^ «««^  Chemlcal shift ^ S^^f^^^ (B-Dp eQq_.„„/-.x 
1. LlCl -3.1 + UO* 
2, UaCl 
3. KCl -1.8 + 1.0* 0.04 0.51 
4. RbCl -10.5 + 1.0 0.774 1.24 
5. CsCl -23.2 + 1.0 3.00 3.00 
* The error In these cases may be slightly more (see text). 
9S 
Variation of C l ^ resonance shifts with concentration In 
aqueous solutions of alkaline earth chlorides. 
•*»•• 
(All the values given are with reference to NaCl. The error 
Involved In the values Is about +1,0 ppm.) 
BaClg 
SrCl 2 
TABLE V.2(a) 
S^Ji^^ Molar Concentration ^^ '^'a^ ^^ J*'*-^ * So. in ppm. 
1. 1*9 -11.6 
2* 1.5 - 9.5 
3. 1.3 - 7.6 
4. 1.0 - 5.7 
TABI.E V.2(b) 
.X. 
S^Ji^ Molar Concentration Chemical Shift 
uo. in ppm. 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
4.0 
2.5 
1.7 
1.1 
-14.7 
- 9.3 
- 6.2 
- 5.2 
?? 
Cadg 
MgCl. 
TABLE V.2(c) 
H^o ^0^^^ Concentration 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
5.8 
3.8 
2.6 
2.2 
1.7 
Chemical Shift 
in ppn. 
-19.0 
-11.1 
- 6.6 
- 5.1 
- 4.5 
TABLE V.2(cl) 
— 4. J 
^%^^^ Molar Concentration ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ f ^" no* in ppm. 
1. 3.1 - 9.9 
2. 2.7 - 8.8 
3. 2.3 - 7.0 
4. 1.9 - 5.6 
5. 1.6 - 4.0 
loo 
UaCl as the rieference. Owe again th i s m l ^ t Increase the 
error Involved In these measurements* The ooncentratlon 
dependence of these Shifts In a l l the fbur compoiinds Is 
plot ted in Ftg. V,5. 
The P ^ shif ts In KP, NaF and CsP showed a con-
centration dependence at h l ^ concentrations. In EF solu-
IQ t lon the shielding of the 1 ^ nucleus decreases with decrear-
slng concentration, hut after the concentration Is about 8 M 
the shielding pract ical ly remains Independent of further 
reduction in concentration. These resul ts are in agreement 
with those of Shoolery and Alder (1) and a systematic mea-
surement of the di lf ts at various concentrations i s not 
undertaken. A similar behavious i s noted in the cases of 
CsF and HaF solutions. But the study could not be extended 
to lower concentrations as the signal intensity i s feeble, 
in both these solutions. At the point when they become 
pract ical ly independent of concentration, the following 
values are obtained. 
Compound. 
NaF 
KF 
S in ppm. 
0 (reference) 
- 1.4 + 0.2 
CsF - 3.1 + 0,2 
MOt^tf CONC£NTR/)TtON • 
2. 3 £ £_ 
T ' T ^ « 
4 S*-cli 
^^^'X' 3. 1 
/ © / 
(Iv) Discussion; 
(a) Alkali chlorides & alkal i fluorides;^ Bamsey (6) has 
shown that the diemicsLL shift ar ises due to the int eraction 
between the molecular electroi^s and the external magnetic 
f ie ld . The Interactioi^roduces, in turn, a small magnetic 
f ie ld at the s i t e of the nucleus in ppposltion to the exter-
nal f ie ld . The magnitude of this shielding field i s diffe-
rent , in different molecules due to variations in electronic 
s t ructure . 
If the a lka l i halides are 100^ ionic, the Yield-
ing field for a part icular halogen or Mfe« alkaLll nucleus, 
according to Bamsey*s theory, wo\ild not vary from molecule 
to moleoale, and hence no shif ts would be observed between 
these molecules. But several workers (7,8,9) have obser-
ved the chemical sh i f t s in solid a lkal i heilides both for 
a lka l i and halogen nuclear resonances. In a l l these cases 
(7t8,9) the observed shifts were e:q>laiz]ed by a t t r ibut ing 
a certain aaount of covalent character to the crysta l l ine 
bonds in these compounds. In the present work, the shif ts 
are observed in aqueous solutions where crystalline f ie lds 
are not expected. These ^ i f t s are much ssialler in magni-
tude than those in tiie solid saDQ)les mentloi&d above* 
Shooleiy<«MAlder (1) pointed out from a conside-
ration of e lectrostat ic interactions only, that in cases 
loi. 
where ion pa i r formation or other In terac t ions l i k e covalent 
complex formation a re not present , the shielding of t h e nega-
t i v e ion would Increase with increasing concentrat ion. This 
e:?)lains the s h i f t of P^^ resonance in K P, NaP & CsP to 
^higher f i e ld as the concentration i s increased ( a t high values 
of concentration on ly ) . Carrington and Hines, however, obser-
ved that th is dependence might be e ^ l a i n e d otherwise a l s o . 
In tibe case of allcali ch lor ides , the in te rac t ions proposed to 
explain t h e concentration dependence, are probably neg l ig ib le , 
a t l e a s t in the range of concentrat ions studied^ ( In these 
experiments the concentration has been decreased in s teps 
from the saturat ion value to about i or 1/5th of i t . This 
l i m i t i s usually se t by the i n t ens i t y of the resoance signal) 
a s the s h i f t s a re found, within experimental e r ro r s , to be 
independent of concentrat ion. 
In a recent publ ica t ion (10) we have pointed out 
a s imi l a r i t y of these s h i f t s in a l k a l i chlor ides to the known 
quadrupole oaupling constants of the chlorine atom in these 
molecules in gas phase. In general the s imi l a r i ty can be ex-
pected (4»11), as both these depend upon the f rac t ion of 
unbalanced p-charac ter about the atom In ques t ion. The 
quadrupole coupling constant for a halogen atom forming a 
hybrid bond, with a negative ionic character of amount (^ 
I s given by (12) 
1o3 
where oC Is the hybr id iza t ion , S i s the overlap fac tor and 
^ Q l r J. J-s Imown from atomic data (13) . I t can be 
seenflrom (V.3) that € Q?r would be zero i f the ionic cha-
r ac t e r i s 100^ ie- £ = / . The observed values of t h e 
quadrupole coupling constants of E CI, RbCl & CsCl, in the 
gaseous phase, were explained by Venkateswarlu and Jase ja 
(14) by modifying the above ejpression as 
where D represents the effect on quadrupole coupling cons-
tant due to dis tor t ionbf the closed ; ^ e l l s of the halogen 
atom, and 1 represents the effect due to t h e presence of 
Adjacent ions or atoms in the moleoule. The obsezved values 
of ^Q% , £uid the contr ibut ion of the tena ^ - t -^ /3«Q?/ . 
to these va lues , a re given alongrside with t he e:5>erimental 
chemical s h i f t s in Table V . I . 
I t m y^ be noted that the chemical d i i f t for LiCl 
with reference to NaCl i s towards the same di rect ion a s that 
t 
for ECl, RbCl & CsCl. For comparison of t h i s beha^fcur, 
the quadrupole coupling constant i s not known for LiCl, and 
i t i s not correc t ly found for NaCl. A s imi lar behaviouB can, 
however, be noted in the case of quadrupole coupling constants 
of bromine and iodine in tiie bromides and iodides of Lithium, 
sodium and potassium (14)« 
/o> 
The afore'mentioifidd modification of the expres-
sion for € © V , . e s sen t i a l ly iiows that the presence 
of the pos i t ive Ion would s l i gh t ly modify the e l ec t r i c 
f i e l d gradient a t the s i t e of the negatlvejlon nucleus* 
However, these quadrupole coupling constants were obser-
ved In gas phase, whereas the dalf ts observed are In aque-
ous so lu t i ons . Here we cannot speak of a "bonding" as such 
between the two Ions, but the pos i t i ve Ion laay s t i l l be 
e j e c t e d to make I t s presence f e l t by the negative Ion, by 
forming a pos i t ive Ion atmosphere around, even In the 
absence of any Ion pa i r formation. The s ize of t h e pos i -
t i v e Ion lncrease4 as we go f rom Lithium to Cesium and 
therefore , the effect on the chlorine Ion due to t h i s 
pos i t i ve Ion atmosphere, can be expected to Increase In 
the same order . The presence of a pos i t ive charge In t h e 
v i c i n i t y mainly draws the electrons away from the chlor ine 
nucleus, thereby reducing the shielding. So the CI '^  reso-
nance s ignal wi l l be iti I f ted to lower f i e l d s as we go from 
LlCl to CsCl,whldi accfiunts for the trend In the va r i a t i on 
of the s h i f t s In Table V . I , except for a change In the 
order In the case of LlCl* The same trend I s observed 
In the case of f luor ides , when t h ^ become Independent of 
concentrat ion. Even a t higher concentrations the order Is 
not charged* 
io6-
I t Is probably not correct to assume tha t the above 
p i c t u r e represents t ru f ly the many f a c t o r s that cont r ibute 
to changes In the dileldlng of t h e negative Ion nucleus . 
The shielding I s bound to be affected by the water molecules 
which a r e themselves polar ized due to the presence of t h e 
Ions. As discussed by Shoolcry aid Alder ( 1 ) , the po la r t2»-
tlonjsf the water molecules decreases the Yie ld ing of protons 
while the breaking of the hydrogen bonds by the Ions a c t s 
oppos i te ly . The extent to which the solvent molecules a f fec t 
the Yie ld ing of the Ions, therefore depends on the r e l a t i v e 
contrlbuttlon of these two e f f e c t s , which In turn , depend on 
the so lu te molecules. Thus^It Is d i f f i c u l t to disentangle 
these severa l fec tors and I t can only be said that the over-
a l l effect on the Y i e l d i n g of the negative Ion due to pos i -
t i v e Ions and water molecules In these solutions I s such that 
the effect of t^e pos i t i ve Ion I s more predomlnent. Further , 
there does not seem to be any obvious reason for the s h i f t s 
In a l k a l i chlor ides to be concentration Independent; hxxt I t 
appears that the v a r i a t i o n . If a i y . I s not la rge enough, In 
the range of concentration studied^to be observed outs ide 
the somewhat l a rge e^qjerlmenteil error Involved. 
(b) Alkaline Earth Chlor ides;- The sh i f t s In a l l the mlu-
t l o n s studied are concentration dependent. In every case the 
shie ld ing of the chlorine nucleus Is found to Increase with 
decreasing concentrat ion. The p lo t of these v a r i a t i o n s for 
lob 
the foiir cases In F ig . V.3 shows that the va r i a t ion i s 
roughly l inea r in every case. 
As mentioned before , according to Shoolery and 
Alder ( 1 ) , the shielding of the negative Ion should Increase 
with Increasing concentrat ion, unless Ion pa i r formatlonjor 
other In te rac t ions are p resen t . I f Ion pa i r formation takes 
place the shie lding wi l l decrease, provided the pos i t ive Ion 
polar izes the negative Ion more than the water molecule I t 
d l i ^ l ace s . The Ion pa i r formation Is most probable a t 
high con: ent r a t Ions and as the concentration decreases, the 
format lon|)f these p a i r s Is reduced. 
I f we assume that Ion p a i r s a re formed a t high 
concentrat ions In these molecule)^ and tha t the pos i t i ve Ions 
po la r i ze the chlor ine Ion more than the water molecaales, the 
Increase In the shielding with 4*creasing concentrat ion, 
observed In ihe present eacperlments I s eas i ly understood. 
The shielding observed I s an average of ttie shie lding expe-
rlenced by the nucleus In di f ferent s t a t e s and I t wLll be 
• Carrlnjjon and Hlnes (2) point out that I t may be necessary 
to reconsider t h i s . In view of t h e r e s u l t s obtained by 
Connlck and Poulson (15) who found tha t A1F+^ " and AlFg"'"' 
give resonances a t higher f i e l d than the aqueous f lur lde ton . 
•* This I s due to the fact that rs?) Id exchange of Ions In dif-
ferent s t a t e s takes pla ce. 
smaller at high cone entratlons because of the presence of 
larger nimber of ion pairs, than at lower concentrations, 
where the niamber of these pairs Is reduced. It can be seen 
from Fig. V.3 that at the same concentration the shielding 
Increased In the order CaCl2t MgCl2» SrCl2 & BaClg* The 
electrmnegatlvlty of the alkaline earth atoms decreases In 
the order Mg, Ca, Sr & Ba. Except for a change In the order 
In the case of MgClp* these results point out that the shield-
ing increases as the electronegativity of the atom taking 
part In liie Ion pair formation Is decreased. This seems to 
agree with the general observation that the shielding of the 
nucleus decreases as the electronegativity of the atom, 
directly bonded to the atom containing the nucleus of Inte-
rest, Increases. The same trend of variation In the shleld-
Ing may^arise partly due to the Increasing size of the posi-
tive Ion as we go from Mg to Ba, (The order Is changed In 
the case of MgClg) as In the case of the alkali chlorides 
discussed earlier. 
In view of the fact that there Is yet no unambi-
guous evidence regarding Ion association, and as the effect 
of the solvent molecules on the Yielding of the Ions Is not 
well understood, only general conclusions can be drawn from 
these results, and there does not seem to be any obvious In-
consistency In the assuinptions made above to explain the ob-
served results. Further, difficulties arise In the present 
case as the accuracy Is limited by the large line widths. 
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